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INTRODUCTION 
In the representation theory of a finite group G, a standard procedure 
consists in associating to an object a subgroup of G which is minimal with 
respect to some transfer (or induction) condition, and which is proved to 
be unique up to conjugation. The first example is that of defect group of a 
block (due to Brauer), followed by Green’s notion of a oertex of an 
indecomposable RG-module (where R is a complete local commutative 
ring, e.g., a field). Green [Grl] also realized that both concepts are special 
cases of a general procedure which assigns a defect group to any prinzitioe 
idempotent of the fixed point algebra AC in a G-algebra A over R (finitely 
generated as R-module). Now the same defect groups are assigned to two 
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idempotents which are conjugate under (A’)* so that the procedure is in 
fact defined on (AG)*-conjugacy classes of primitive idempotents of AC, 
that is, points of A ’ in Puig’s terminology [Pull. By the completeness 
assumption, the points of AC are in bijection with the set Max(A’) of 
maximal (two-sided) ideals of A G. Therefore a defect group is actually 
attached to each maximal ideal of A’. This observation suggests that a 
defect theory is possible in a much more general context, namely for 
rzaxinzal ideals in rings related in some way to the group G. The first 
purpose of this paper is to develop this theory. In the case of G-algebras, 
the existence of defect groups for maximal ideals was first observed by 
Dade [Da], but we work in a more general context and we extend the 
analysis further: for instance we introduce sources as well (see below). 
It turns out that the appropriate setting for our program is provided by 
the concept of G-functor (or Green functor in the terminology of Dress 
[Dr] j. This is not surprising since the cornerstone in the proof of the 
existence of defect groups and vertices is the Mackey subgroup formula, 
which is taken as one of the main axioms in the definition of a G-functor. 
Thus we work with a (nearly) arbitrary G-functor A: this means that we 
have a ring A(H) for each subgroup H of G and whenever K< H, we have 
a restriction map r:: rl( H) -+ A(K), a transfer map rg: A(K) -+ A(H), and 
a conjugation map cg: A(H) -+ A(gHg-‘), such that some natural axioms 
are satisfied, including the Mackey subgroup formula. 
Now Puig [Pull pointed out pointed groups as the relevant objects to 
take into account in defect theory. Recall that a pointed group on a 
G-algebra -4 is a pair (H, c() where H is a subgroup of G and CI is a point 
of AH. Generalizing Puig’s ideas to our setting, we deal with pairs (H, m) 
where m E Max A( Hj. It turns out that (under very mild assumptions) 
every pair (H, nrj has a defect group P and a source p E Max A(P) and we 
call (P, p) a defect pair of (H, m). A number of classical results are shown 
to hold in this more general case, including the uniqueness of defect pairs 
up to conjugation, several characterizations of defect pairs, the Green 
correspondence. and the Burry-Carlson-Puig theorem. To this end, we 
extend Puig’s idea of reducing the whole defect heory to the simple algebra 
A(P)/p, which is endowed with a structure of NJP, p)/P-algebra (here 
(P, p) denotes some defect pair). 
When we specialize to several examples of G-functors, it is not surprising 
that we obtain a number of various results, most of them well known. 
Leaving apart G-algebras which were already mentioned, let us mention in 
particular that Benson and Parker’s origins of species of the Green ring 
[B-P] are defect groups, while the first ramification group of a Galois 
extension of a local field is also a defect group. Those are two examples of 
commutative G-functors for which the situation is simpler. In fact the 
richest examples occur when we deal with non-commutative rings in wh-ich 
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the order of G is not invertible (e.g., G-algebras). In particular, for the 
cohomology ring Ext&(M, M) = H*(G? End,(M) j of a kc-module M 
(over an algebraically closed field k of prime characteristic), we obtain that 
any maximal ideal has a defect group and a source, a result which might 
shed some new light on the study of the cohomology ring. When M= k is 
the trivial module, we use results of Quillen and Carlson to characterize the 
defect groups (but again the ring H*(G, k) is essentially commutative !). 
The case of an arbitrary module M seems much more difficult to handle. 
The second main purpose of this paper is to classify simple G-functors, 
i.e., without non-trivial proper functorial ideal. Here a functorial idea/ I is 
a family of ideals I(H) which are preserved by restriction, transfer, and 
conjugation. If (H, m) is a pair with m E Max .4(H), then there is a unique 
functorial ideal I = IO, ,,,) which is maximal such that I(H) c m. It turns 
out that this associated functorial ideal JIH ,,,) is equal to the functorial 
ideal l(p,p) associated with a defect pair (P, b) of (H, M). As a result, the 
whole defect theory of (H,nt) takes place in the quotient functor A/I 
where I= IcH,m) = I,p,p). (Here the G-functor A/I is given by (A/Z)(H) = 
A(H)/](H).) Thus we see that the defect theory is strongly related to 
quotient functors and an important special case occurs when the functorial 
ideal I is maximal, so that A/Z is simple. We prove that every simple 
functor B is obtained by a straightforward procedure from a simple H/P- 
algebra S, where His some subgroup of G and P a normal subgroup of H. 
Explicitly one considers the H/P-functor F, associated with S and one 
obtains B by first inflating F, to H (in a suitable sense) and then inducing 
from H to G (again in a suitable sense, called coinduction because it is right 
adjoint to restriction j. 
The present paper has been very much influenced by Puig’s approach to 
defect theory (for G-algebras) and many of our results are extensions of 
some of his theorems. Thus we have often used Puig’s work as a pattern 
for the proof of our results, but most of the time our point of view required 
new methods. Indeed Puig works with idempotents, while we had to deal 
with maximal ideals. Sometimes this made life easier and sometimes harder. 
For instance the proofs of the existence of defect pairs (Section 8) and of 
the reduction theorem (Section 9) necessitated entirely different arguments. 
I thank Lluis Puig for having introduced me to his approach, as well as 
David Benson, Jon Carlson, Martin Taylor, and Alfred Weiss for helpful 
conversations. I also thank B. Kiilshammer for making me aware of Dade’s 
paper mentioned at the beginning of this introduction. This work was sup- 
ported by the Swiss National Science Foundation, and in part by the 
British Science Research Council while I was visiting the University of 
Manchester. Finally I am grateful to the ETH-Forschungsinstitut fur 
Mathematik in Zurich for its hospitality during the preparation of the final 
part of the paper. 
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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be a commutative ring. By an R-algebra A, we always mean 
an associative R-algebra with a unity I,. Moreover an R-algebra 
homomorphism f: A --f B is required to map 1, onto 1,. An ideal of .4 is 
always understood to be two-sided (unless otherwise stated). Two ideals a 
and b are called coprime if a + b = A. By Zorn’s lemma, every ideal is con- 
tained in a maximal ideal. The set of maximal ideals of A is written Max A. 
If m is a maximal ideal in a ring A, then A/m is quasi-simple; that is, .-l/m 
has no non-zero proper ideal. This easily implies that the centre of .4,/m is 
a field. Throughout this paper we shall assume that the following two 
hypotheses hold. 
( 1.1) rlssumption. For every m E Max A, the quotient ring A/m is finite- 
dimensional over its centre. In particular A/m is artinian, hence is a simple 
ring. 
(1.2) Assumption. For every maximal left ideal &I of A, there exists 
m E Max A such that m E M. In other words, if &? denotes the unique 
largest two-sided ideal contained in A&, then GE Max A. Since by 
definition the ring .4/a is primitive, our assumption means that all 
primitive rings we deal with are quasi-simple, hence simple by the previous 
assumption. 
For future reference and for the reader’s convenience, we recall the 
following results about maximal ideals. They are well known (at least in 
the commutative case) and easy to prove. 
(1.3) LEMMA. If a,, . . . . a, are ideals of A and if b is an ideal of A whiciz 
is coprime to each ai, then b is coprime to n:.‘=, a,. 
(1.4) COROLLARY. If m E Max -4 contains n;= 1 ni, then nr 2 aj for some 
i (1 Gidn). 
(1.5) LEMMA. rf a,, . . . . a,, are ideals of A w+~ich are pairwise roprime, 
then 
(1.6) LEMMA. If n is a nilpotent ideal of A and ifnt E Max A, then m 1 E. 
If A is an artinian ring, we recall the bijection between maximal ideals 
and conjugacy classes of primitive idempotents. 
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(1.7) LEMMA. Let A be an artinian ring. 
(a) If TTI E Max A, there exists a primitive idempotent e of A such that 
e $ m. Moreover any two such primitive idempotents are conjugate under A* 
(the group of invertible elements oj’ A). 
(b) Max A is in bijection with the set of A*-conjugacy classes of 
primitive idempotents of A, via the map defined in (a). 
(c) Any primitive idempotent e with e +! m (where m E Max A) satisfies 
the following property>: given an ideal a of A, e 6 a if and on/~ if a 5 m. 
Sketch of ProoJ (a) Let J(A) be the Jaeobson radical of A and let 
#=m/J(A). The lifting idempotents theorem states that primitive idem- 
potents of A= A/J(A) can be lifted to primitive idempotents of A and that 
conjugate idempotents lift to conjugate idempotents. Therefore it s&ices to 
prove (a) for the semi-simple ring 2. Since the simple algebra .?/T?I appears 
as one factor in the decomposition of A as a direct product of simple rings, 
the result is clear, in view of the fact that all primitive idempotents of a 
simple algebra are conjugate. 
(b) This follows from the analysis above. 
(c j If e $ a, then e $ a + m by Rosenberg’s lemma (whose proof relies 
on the fact that eme is the unique maximal ideal of the ring eAe). By 
maximality of m, we obtain as m. 1 
Remark. The lemma can be generalized to any R-algebra A over a 
complete local ring R such that A is finitely generated as an R-module. 
Given a finite group G, we now recall the notion of G-functor over R. 
Our definition follows that of Green [Gr2] with the additional require- 
ment that all R-algebras are associative with unity and that the restriction 
maps are R-algebra homomorphisms (in the sense defined above). This 
corresponds to the notion of Green fzmctor in the work of Dress [Dr] and 
to the notion of algebra G-fzmctor in [Thl]. More precisely a G-functor A 
over R (or simply a G-functor, whenever R is fixed) is a family of 
R-algebras A(H) indexed by the set S(G) of subgroups of G, together with 
restriction maps rg: A(H) -+ A(K), transfer maps tz: A(K) + A(H) (where 
in both cases K is a subgroup of H, written K < H), and conjugation maps 
cg: A(H) + A(gH) where gE G and gH=gHg-‘, such that the following 
axioms are satisfied. For any g, h E G and H, K, L E S(G), 
(i) If K,< H, rK H is an R-algebra homomorphism and t,” is an 
R-linear map; moreover cg is an R-algebra homomorphism. 
(ii) If L<K<H, rfrE=r,f, tgtF= tf; moreover rz= tE=idACH,. 
(iii) ‘gh = cgc,,. 
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(iv) If K< H, cgrfK!=rij:cg and cgt: = tizc,. 
(v) If h E H, ch: A(H) -+ A(H) is the identity, 
(vi) (Mackey axiom) If L, KC H, 
rHtH - L K- 
gs [L,.H’K] 
where [L\,H/K] denotes an arbitrary set of representatives of the double 
cosets LgK. 
(vii) (Frobenius axiom) If K< H and if a E A(H), b E A(K), 
t;(i-;(a).b)=a$(b) and t;(b +!&I,) = t:(b) .a. 
We emphasize that all the rings in the definition of a G-functor also 
satisfy the following hypothesis. 
(1.8) Assw~rption. For every H< G, the ring ,4(H) satisfies both 
Assumptions 1.1 and 1.2. 
Many of the results of this paper hold without this assumption (e.g., the 
existence of defect groups), but it is used in an essential way for the 
existence of defect pairs and in the whole of Section 9. Moreover it seems 
quite “natural” to add a condition which holds anyway in all current 
instances of G-functors. 
Note that axiom (iii) above implies that G acts on the left on 
II HESCG, A(H) and we shall from now on write cg as follows: 
if aeA(H), we let ga=c,(a)~A(3H) 
Note also that (v) implies that NC(H)= N,(H)/H acts on A(H) (via 
algebra homomorphisms), so that A(H) is an mc( H)-algebra. 
Recall that a morphism of G-functors f: A -+ B is a family of algebra 
homomorphisms f(H): A(H) + B(H) (where H runs in S(G)) which com- 
mute with restriction, transfer, and conjugation (in the obvious sense). The 
set of morphisms from A to B is written Mor,(A, B). Now a functorial 
ideal I in a G-functor A is a family (I(H); H < G} where i(H) is an ideal 
of A(H), such that I is stable under restriction, transfer, and conjugation 
(in the obvious sense). If I is a functorial ideal in A, then the G-functor A/I 
is defined by (A/Z)(H) = A(H)/I(H) with induced restriction, transfer, and 
conjugation maps. We shall use capital letters I, J, etc., for functorial ideals 
in a G-functor and German letters a, b, m, n, p, q, etc., for ordinary, ideals 
in a ring. We also extend to G-functors standard terminology for rings. 
Thus a G-functor A is called artinian (resp. commutative, etc.) if for each 
subgroup H, the ring A(H) is artinian (resp. commutative, etc. ). 
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Next we recall [Gr2] that to any G-algebra S is canonically associated 
a G-functor F,. By a G-algebra over R, we mean an R-algebra S on which 
G acts (on the left) by algebra automorphisms. The G-functor Fs is defined 
by F,(H) = SH, the algebra of H-fixed points of S, while t$: SH + SK is the 
inclusion map and t: : SK + S H is the relative trace map (if the action of 
ge G on SE S is written gs, then f:(s) = x,zE rHiK, ‘3). The conjugation 
maps are induced in the obvious way by the action of G on S. 
For later use, we quote the following facts from [Thl]. If A is a 
G-functor over R and Hd G, let 
J(H) = A(H) C t$(A(xjj 
i X<H 
and br:: A(H) +X(H) the canonical map. If Ker(br5) # A(H), that is, if 
A(H) # 0, the subgroup H is called primordial for A (or A-primordial). The 
Frobenius axioms imply that A(H) is an R-algebra and brg an algebra 
homomorphism. If K< H, we let 
br$= br$$: A(H)+A(K) 
and call it the Brauer morphism (from H to K). For a given H, consider 
the product of all Brauer morphisms 
pH= n brg: A(H) + fl A(X). 
XGH XGH 
(1.9) PROPOSITION [Thl, 3.21. The kernel of BH is a nilpotent ideal of 
A(H). 
The action of H on n,, H A(X) induces an action of H on flX,tr A(X) 
and since H acts trivially on A(H), it is easy to see that the image of ljH 
is contained in the H-fixed points 
The family of R-algebras TA(H), where H< G, inherits a natural G-functor 
structure (coming from the G-algebra structure of nTxGG A(X)). This is 
called the hvin jimctor T-4 of A. Moreover: 
(1.10) PROPOSITION [Thl, 4.1, 4.41. (a) The family of maps 
fiH: A(H) + TA(H) defines a morphism of G-functors p: A + TA. 
(b) If IGI is invertible in the base ring R, then /I is an isomorphism. 
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2. PAIRS 
Let A be a G-functor over a commutative ring R. An A-pair is a pair 
(H, mj where N d G and m E Max A(H). The group G acts by conjugation 
on the set of A-pairs: if gE G, then g(H, m)= (“H, %t). Note that the 
conjugation on the second factor comes from the definition of a G-functor. 
The stabilizer of (25, m) in G is written NJ H, m); we have H< 
N&H, m) d N,(H), the first inclusion being a consequence of axiom (v). 
We define two partial order relations on the set of A-pairs. 
(2.1) 
It is clear that > is reflexive and transitive. For any R-submodule Ilr( of 
A(K), we denote by M” the unique largest ideal of A(K) such that MC G M. 
It is the sum of all ideals of A(K) contained in hrf. 
(2.2) (H, m) pr(K, n) o H> K and (t:)-’ (m)^ c n. 
The letters pr stand for projective relative to. It is clear that pr is reflexive. 
The transitivity of pr is a consequence of the following lemma. 
(2.3) LEMMA. Let K6 H, nEMax A(K), and me Max ,4(H). Then 
(tE)-’ (nt)‘Cn ifandonly if,f or every ideal a of .4(K) such that Q g n, one 
has t:(a) g m. 
ProoJ: Let a be an ideal of .4(K). Then add’ (m)” if and only if 
ac (t$)-~’ (m), that is, t:(a) em. Therefore the inclusion (tg)-’ (m)” E II 
holds if and only if every ideal a of A(K) such that tf(ctj E m is contained 
in n. The result follows. 1 
Observe that (H, m) > (H, n) (resp. (H, m) pr( H, n)) implies m = n. 
Moreover the action of G preserves both relations > and pr. We also 
extend to pairs the notation 3 H: if (K, n) and (L, q) are A-pairs, then 
(K, n) >H (L, q) means that there exists lz E H such that (K, n) > ‘(f., q). 
(2.4) Remark. In the special case of G-algebras over a complete local 
ring R, the notion of A-pair coincides with that of pointed group as defined 
by Puig [Pull (thanks to the bijection of Lemma 1.7). Moreover the reia- 
tion 3 coincides with the inclusion of pointed groups. When specialized to 
the case of the algebra End,(L) where L is an RG-module, the two 
relations correspond to the following properties of modules: given an inde- 
composable direct summand M of Resg(L) and an indecomposable direct 
summand N of Resz(L), then > (resp. pr) corresponds to the requirement 
that N be a direct summand of ResF(M) (resp. A4 be a direct summand of 
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Ind: (N)). The reader can refer to Section 1.5 where this example will be 
treated in more details. Meanwhile these facts can be viewed as motivations 
for the definitions above. 
An A-pair which is minimal with respect to the relation pr is called 
primordial (or A-primordial when the reference to the G-functor A is 
necessary). From now on and unless otherwise stated, the words minimal 
and maximal will always refer to the relation 8. Thus a minimal A-pair is 
an A-pair which is minimal with respect to 2. Minimal and primordial 
pairs will play a central role (a primordial role<?), mainly because one 
always tries to go down to subgroups which are as small as possible. Note 
that a maximal A-pair is necessarily of the form (G, m) for some 
m E Max A(G), because, given (H, n), then (rz)-’ (n) does not contain 
1 A(G,, hence is contained in some maximal ideal m of A(G). A similar state- 
ment does not hold for pairs which are maximal with respect to pr; if for 
instance t: = 0 for every subgroup L containing H properly (and this may 
happen, see Example 3.1), then any A-pair (H, n) is maximal with respect 
to pr. 
The connection between primordial pairs and primordial subgroups is 
given by the following lemma. 
(2.5) LEMMA. (a) The A-pair (P, p) is primordial if and only if 
Ker(brF) c p. 
(b) The subgroup P is primordial if alld onl~l if there exists 
p E Max A(P) such that (P, p) is primordial. 
ProoJ: (a) (P, p) is primordial if and only if for every subgroup X-C P, 
(ts)-’ (p)” is not contained in any maximal ideal of A(X). This condition 
is equivalent to (tf;j-’ (p)” = A(X), that is, tG(A(X)) E p. 
(b) This follows from (a) because Ker(bri) is a proper ideal if and 
only if it is contained in some maximal ideal. 1 
Note that in the special case of G-algebras, the word primordial 
corresponds to the word local in the work of Puig [Pul, Pu2]. We prefer 
to avoid this terminology in the general case because primordial subgroups 
may be arbitrary, depending on the G-functor we consider. 
It is also useful to introduce the following relations between A-pairs 
(H, m) and subgroups K of G. 
(2.6) (H, m) br Ko H> K and Ker(brg) c nt. 
(2.7) (H,m)prK~HaKand tz(A(K))gnt. 
We shall often use the following easy facts. 
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(2.8) LEMMA. (a) (H, m) pr K if and only if (H, m) pr (K, n) for solrze 
nEMaxA(K). 
(b) If (H, m)> (P, p) and (P, p) is a primordial pair, theI.! 
(H, m) br P. C’onoersely, if (H, m) br P, then P is a primordial subgroup. 
Proqf: (a) tE(A(K)) e m is equivalent to (tg)-’ (m)’ fA(Kj. 
(b) The first statement follows from the inclusions 
Ker(brF) = (rg)-’ (Ker(br;)) E (r:j- ’ (p) c nt. 
Conversely, if (H, m) br P, then Ker(brr)#A(H) and so Ker(brFj# 
A(P). I 
Remark. In general there is no stronger converse in (b). It may happen 
that (H,m)brP, but for any p~MaxA(p), (H,m)S(P,p). 
Now we consider quotient functors. Let I be a functorial ideal in the 
G-functor A and let 7~: A -+ A/I be the canonical morphism. Then z induces 
an injection n*: Max(A/I)( H) -+ Max ii(H), defined by taking inverse 
images. If m E Max .4(H) is in the image of z*, we shall say that the pair 
(H, m) comes from the quotient functor .1/Z. If m = n*(e), we also say that 
(H, m) comes from the (A/I)-pair (H, 61). In other words (H, m) comes 
from A/Z if and only if m 2 Z(H), in which case Et = m/1(H). In this way the 
set of (.A/I)-pairs clearly embeds in the set of A-pairs and we observe that 
this embedding behaves very well with respect to the concepts defined 
earlier in this section. 
(2.9) LEMMA. Let I be a filnctorial ideal in A. Let (H, m) and (K, nj be 
A-pairs coming from (A/Z)-pairs (H, ti) and (K, ii j, respectioel~~. 
(a) (H,rTx)>(K,fi) ifandonZ~~if(H,mj~(K,r~). 
(b) (H, tTt)pr (K, fij ifand only if(H, m)pr (K, n). 
(c) (H, ti)pr K ifand only if(H, m)pr K. 
(d) (H, 61) is (A/I)-primordial $and only (f (H, m) is A-primordial. 
The proof is straightforward and is left to the reader, 
We have already noticed that the action of G preserves both relations > 
and pr. Clearly the same holds with br. Since H acts trivially on A(H), we 
deduce the following facts. 
(2.10) LEMMA. Let (H, m) be an A-pair and let h E H. 
(a) rf(H,m)>(K,n), then (H,m)>“(K,n). 
(b) If(H, m)pr (K, n), then (H, m)pr “(K, n). 
(6) Zf(H, m)pr K, then (H, m)pr ‘K. 
(d) lf (H,m)brK, then (H,m)br”K. 
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3. HYPERMINIMAL PAIRS 
An important consequence of the defect theory of the subsequent sec- 
tions will be that any minimal pair is primordial. In this section, we analyze 
a special type of minimal pairs which are easily proved to be always 
primordial. However, their role does not seem to be as important as that 
of minimal and primordial pairs. For that reason, the reader may wish to 
skip this section, which is not used in an essential way in the rest of the 
paper. 
Let A be a G-functor over a commutative ring R. An A-pair (H, m) 
is called hyperminimal if m p nK< I1 Ker(rcj. By Corollary (1.4), it is 
equivalent to require that m 2 Ker(rE) for every K-C H. It is clear that a 
hyperminimal pair is minimal since if (H, m) 2 (K, n), then 
m 3 (rg)-’ (n) 2 Ker(rg). 
(3.1) EXAMPLE. Let k be a field of prime characteristic p and let G be 
a cyclic group of order p. Let A(G) = k[t], the ring of polynomial in one 
variable, and A( 1) = k[ [t]], the ring of formal power series in t. Let rp be 
the inclusion map, t: = 0. and let G act trivially on A( 1). It is readily 
checked that A is a G-functor. Consider the maximal ideal (t-a) (where 
aEk). If a=O, then (G, (t))a(l, (t)), while if a#O, the pair (G, (t-a)) is 
minimal without being hyperminimal (because Ker(ry) = 0). Note also that 
every A-pair is primordial. In particular (1, (t)) is maximal with respect o 
the relation pr. 
The crucial point in this example is that the inclusion A(G) s A( 1 j is not 
integral, so that it is possible that no maximal ideal of A( 1) lies over some 
maximal ideal of A(G). This suggests the following result. 
(3.2) PROPOSITION. Let H be a subgroup of G and assume that for each 
K< H, the inclusion rg(A(Hj) z A(K) is an integral e.rtension of cottz- 
mutative rings. If (H, m) is a minimal A-pair, then (H, nt) is hyperminimal. 
Proof: If m 2 Ker(rE) for some K-C H, then (r;)(m) is a maximal ideal 
of rz(A(H)). The assumption implies that there exists n E Max A(K) such 
that n n rz(A(H)) = rg(nI). Therefore (r,“)-’ (n) = m, showing that 
(H, m) > (K, n). Thus (H, m) is not minimal. 1 
The situation is also very simple for artinian G-functors. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. If A is an artinian G-finctor, every minimal A-pair is 
~~yperminimal. 
ProojY Let (H, nt) be an A-pair and assume that m 1 Ker(rf) for some 
KC H. Let a be the Jacobson radical of A(K). Since A(K) is artinian, 
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a is nilpotent and therefore so is (rz)-’ (a)/Ker(rgj. By Lemma 1.6, 
m 2 (rg)-’ (a). Now a = r\peMsxA(K,p and so by Corollary 1.4, 
mz(rs) -’ (p) for some PE Max A(K). This means that (H, m)> (K, p) 
and hence (H, m j is not minimal. 1 
The main result is the following. 
(3.4) THEOREM. Etlery hyperminirual puir is primordial. 
Proqf: Let (H, m) he an A-pair. Let a = nKdH Ker(r2) and consider 
the Brauer morphism brg = br$$. For each K< H, we have a~ Ker(brF) 
and therefore a n Ker(brz) is contained in the kernel of /JH = IJKc N Or:. 
By Proposition 1.9, Ker(fl,) is nilpotent, hence so is CI n Ker(br$. There- 
fore m 1 an Ker(br$) by Lemma 1.6. Now if (H, nr) is hyperminimal, 
m 2 a and Corollary 1.4 implies that m 2 Ker(brG). By Lemma 2.5, this 
means that (H, m) is primordial. 1 
(3.5) Remark. If k is a field of prime characteristic p and G is a 
p-group, then there is a G-functor A with A(H) = k for each subgroup N, 
rz = id and fz = 0 whenever Kc H. Then every A-pair (H, (03) is primor- 
dial, but only (,l, {O)) is hyperminimal. Thus the converse statement in the 
theorem does not hold. However, we shall see in Section 13 that it does 
hold when [G( is invertible in the base ring R. 
(3.6) Remark. If B = A/I is a quotient functor of A and if an A-pair 
(H, tit) comes from a B-pair (I-I, ti), then (W, rst) may be hyperminimal, 
while (H, nr) is not. But the theorem implies that (H, Et) is primordial, 
hence (H, m) is primordial too by Lemma 2.9. This can be used as a tool 
for proving that a pair is primordial. 
4. ASSOCIATED FUNCTORIAL IDEALS 
Let A be a G-functor. Given an A-pair (H, m), there is a (unique) largest 
functorial ideal I,w, ITI) of A such that m comes from .4/l,, nr,. Indeed we 
have 
I -c L (H,m) -
where the sum runs over all functorial ideals I of A such that I(N) c MI. 
Since a functorial ideal of A is stable under .conjugation, we have 
I (H,mb =Ig,H.m) for g E G. Therefore IcH.,,,, only depends on the G-conjugacy 
class Z7 of (E3, m) and we shall also write ZcN,m, =In. We shall call JcN,m) 
the functorial ideal associated with (H, m) (or associated with n). Similarly 
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the quotient functor A/I,,;,, is said to be associated with (H, m) (or 
with n). 
We now give a direct description of the fimctorial ideal In when 17 is a 
G-conjugacy class of primordial pairs. For non-primordial pairs, the 
associated ideal will be described in (6.3) and (7.4). 
(4.1) PROPOSITION. Let II be a G-conjugacy class of primordial A-pairs 
and In its associated jiinctorial ideal. If H < G, let Z7(H) = {(P? p) E fl 
P < H}. Then 
EquivalentIy, if (P, p) E II, then 
I,p,p,w) = n (rgHp)-’ (“PI. 
.&TECGI~G(P.P)l 
gP<H 
ProoJ: For each H<G, let Z(H)= fi,,,,,E,,,, (r$!-’ (p). In order to 
prove that I is a functorial ideal in A, it suffices to consider transfer, for it 
is clear that I is stable under restriction and conjugation. Let Kd H. The 
inclusion tc(l(K)) E 1(H) will follow if we prove that for (P, p) E 17(H), we 
have r~t~(I(K)) c p. Applying the Mackey axiom, it suffices to show that 
for each x E H, we have 
t:nxKr>Kn.tK(I(*K)) E p. 
If P n “K < P, this follows from the fact that (P, p j is primordial by 
assumption (see Lemma 2.5). If Pn “K= P, then r;f<(l(“K)) E p by defini- 
tion of I. This completes the proof that I is a functorial ideal. 
Let J be any functorial ideal of A such that J(P) s p for some (hence 
every) (P, p)~Z7. If (P,p)~l7(H), then rF(J(H))CJ(Pjsp and this 
proves that J(H) G I(H). Therefore I is indeed the largest functorial ideal 
IIT (=ZCP,PJ such that (P, p) comes from A/Z,. 1 
Note that if Z7(H) = @ (that is, if H does not contain any conjugate of 
P where (P, p) en), then I,(H) = A(H) and the associated quotient 
functor .4/I, vanishes on H. Also, if (P, p) E IT, 
(4.2) w)= n gP 
BE [NdPJ/NdP.P)l 
and by Lemma 1.5, 
(4.3 j A/~AP)= n awgP, 
ge c~G(~)I~~G(~3P)l 
a semi-simple algebra. 
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(4.4) COROLLARY. An A-pair (H, m) comes from Ail, if and onfv [f 
(H, m) 3 (P, p) for some (P, p) E 17. 
Proof: By Proposition 4.1 above and by Corollary 1.4, m 2 Z,(K) if 
and only if mz(rF)~-’ (p) for some (P, P)EZZ(H), that is, if and only if 
(H,m)>(P,p)for some (P,p)EZZ. 1 
(4.5) COROLLARY. Let (H, m) be an A-pair and (P, p ) a primordiai 
A-pair. Then 
(P, P) G3 (ff, ml if and only if ZCp, p, c ZCH, ,“). 
In particular (taking (H, m) primordial) the poset of conjugac?: c/asses qf 
primordial pairs (ordered by do) is isomorphic to the poset qf their 
associated ideals (ordered by inclusion). 
Proof. By Corollary 4.4 above, (P, p) Gc (ZZ, m) if and only if (H, m) 
comes from .4/Z,, pj. By definition of ZcH,m,, this holds if and only if 
Z (p.pj c ZcH.mj. The’special case follows. 1 
5. THE MAIN LEMMA 
In this section we prove the key result for defect heory. It will be apphed 
in various ways. Let A be a G-functor and P a subgroup of G. An ideal y 
of rl(P) is called primordial if q is a proper ideal and q z Ker(br;). This 
implies that Ker(brg) is a proper ideal, so P is a primordial subgroup. In 
particular Ker(brP,) is a primordial ideal whenever it is proper. Also, if 
(P, p) is a primordial pair, then p is a primordial ideal. 
(5.1) LEE*IMA. Let A be a G-functor, P a subgroup of G, and q a primor- 
dial ideal of A(P). Let (H, m) and (K, n) be d-pairs such that the following 
conditions are satisfied. 
(a) if6 m)pr (K n), 
(b) H>, P and (rF)-l (q) Em. 
Then there exists h E H such that l’P d K and (ril(p)- ’ (“q) c n. 
Proof. Let X= jh E H; hP < K) and consider the ideal 
U= f-j (r$)-’ (“9). 
h E x 
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Note that we will prove below that a is a proper ideal so that X is non- 
empty. Now we have 
because En < P t@(Q)) = Ker(brc) c q since q is primordial, and on the 
other hand if h-i =xEX, then r.&(a)c-‘q. Therefore tz(a)s (rF))i (q) 
and so by assumption (b), t,“(a) c m, that is, a c (r:)-’ (m)‘. Since 
(H, m) pr (K, n). it follows that a E n. By Corollary 1.4 and the delinition 
of a, there exists h E X such that (P&-I (‘q) c n. 1 
(5.2) COROLLARY. Let (H, m) be an A-pair and assume that (H, nr j pr K 
and (H, m ) br P. Then P < H K. 
Prooj: We apply the lemma with q = Ker(brc). Since (H, nt)pr K, we 
have (H, m) pr (K, n) for some n E Max A(K). Since (H, m) br P, H 3 P 
and (rr)-’ (Ker(brJ)) s m. By the first conclusion of the lemma, 
P6HK. I 
(5.3) COROLLARY. Let (H, m), (K, n), (P, p) be A-pairs and assume that 
(a) (H, tn)pr W, n), 
(b) (P, p) is primordial and (H, m) 2 (P, p). 
Then (K, n) ZH (P, P). 
ProoJ Apply the lemma with q = p. [ 
The third main consequence of Lemma 5.1 is the following result, which 
will be proved in the next section (see 6.5). Let IcH,m) be the functorial ideal 
associated with (H, nt) (so IcH,m, is the largest functorial ideal such that 
(H, m) comes from A/I cfI,,,J). If (H, nt)pr (K, n), then (K, nj also comes 
from Al&,,,,. In other words I,, ,,,) z I(, n,. 
6. DEFECT GROUPS 
Let A be a G-functor. In this section we prove that any .4-pair (H, m) 
has a defect group, unique up to H-conjugation. This resuit will be 
strengthened in the next two sections where we prove that any A-pair has 
a defect pair (whose first term is a defect group). One reason for introduc- 
ing defect groups independently is that their existence holds without our 
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Assumption 1.8 and is easy to prove. Also this approach is convenient for 
our treatment of the next sections. 
We define a ctefect group of an A-pair (H, m) to be a minimal subgroup 
P such that (H, m) pr P. 
(.6.1) LEMMA. Let (H, m) be an A-pair, P a defect group of (H, m), and 
a = (tT)-’ (m)“. 
(a) a is a prinzordial ideal, that is, Ker(brc) E a. 
(b) (rF)-’ (a) E m. 
Proof. (a) If Q < P, then by minimality of P, we have L4(Q) = 
it:)-’ (m) = (tG)-’ (tF)-’ (m), and so t’,(‘4(Q)) G (tF)-’ (mj. Therefore 
tg(A(Q)) G a. - 
(b) If (rF)-’ (a) e m, then there exists aE (IF)-’ (a) and be m such 
that a + b = 1 ,4,H,. Then 
tgfA(P))=(a+b) tF(,4(P))= tF(rF(a) A(P))+btr(A(P))zm, 
because t;(a) E rn and b E m. This contradicts the assumption 
(K m)prP. 1 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let (H, m) be an A-pair and D a subgroup of H. The 
Ufollon+ng conditions are equitlalent. 
(a) D is a defict group of (H, m). 
(b) D is maxiFna1 such that (H, m) br D. 
(c) (,H, m)pr D and (H, m) br D. 
Moreover the subgroups D satisfying these conditions Lform a single 
H-conjugac)f class. 
ProoJ: First we note that each condition is invariant under H-conjuga- 
tion (see Lemma 2.10) and that a subgroup satisfying (a) certainly exists 
(because (H, m)pr H). Now we prove that there exists a subgroup P 
satisfying all three conditions. Let P be a minimal subgroup such that 
(H, m)pr P and let a= (tT)-’ (m)@. By Lemma 6.1, we have 
Ker(br5) = (r:)-l (Ker(brc)) E (r:))’ (a) c m. 
Therefore (H, m) br P and P satisfies (c). Moreover P satisfies (b) because 
if P d Q and (H, m) br Q, then by Corollary 5.2, Q <H P, so that Q = P. 
Now all parts of the theorem will be proved if we show that a subgroup 
D satisfying one of the conditions (a), (b), or (c) is H-conjugate to P. 
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If D satisfies (a), then by Corollary 5.2, P<, D and so P =H D by mini- 
mality of D. 
If D satisfies (b), then by Corollary 5.2, D GH P and so D =H P by maxi- 
mality of D. 
If D satisfies (c), then one can apply Corollary 5.2 in two ways to obtain 
PdHD and D<,P. 1 
Remark. The theorem implies in particular that there exists a subgroup 
P such that (H, m) br P. This also follows directly from Proposition (1.9): 
since the kernel of ljH = nXGH brs is nilpotent, m 2 Ker(p,) = 
n XGH Ker(brc) and so m contains some Ker(brc), using (1.4) and (1.6); 
this means that (H, m) br X. 
Now we come to the first description of the functorial ideal IcH,“[) 
associated with an A-pair (H, m). A more precise version will be given in 
the next section. 
(6.3) PROPOSITION. Let (H, m) be an A-pair \$ith defect group P and let 
I CH.m, be its associated functorial ideal. Let a = (tf)-’ (m)“. Then 
Proof: Let I(K)= ngeG,bpGK (rfpj-’ (“a). By Lemma 6.1, we know that 
a is a primordial ideal. Therefore, by the same proof as that of Proposition 
4.1, we deduce that I is a functorial ideal in A. Now part (b) of (6.1) shows 
that I(H) _c m. Finally if J is any functorial ideal of A with J(H) G m, then 
J(P) G (tg)-’ (J(H))’ c (tF)-’ (m)’ = a. 
Therefore J(gP) c ga and r&(J(K)) s J(gP) c ga, proving that J(K) E I(K). 
So I is the largest functorial ideal such that Z(H) G m, that is, I= ICH,,,). 1 
Note that if (H, m) is primordial, then P= H and so a = m. Thus 
Proposition 6.3 is a generalization of Proposition 4.1. 
If K does not contain any conjugate of P, then lo,,,(K) = A(K) and so 
the quotient functor A/I,,,, vanishes on K. This leads to the following 
characterization of defect groups. 
(6.4) COROLLARY. Let A/I,, m, be the quotient f2nctor associated with 
the A-pair (H, m). Then a minimal subgroup P such that P < H and 
wlLY.m, )(P) # 0 is a defect group of (H. m j. The minimal subgroups Q such 
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rhat (A/I,,,,,)(Q) # 0 are the G-conjugates of a defect group of (H, mj (and 
so they are precisely all the defect groups when H = G). g 
Finally we prove the result announced in the last section. 
(6.5) COROLLARY. Let A/lo,, be the quotient functor associated with 
the A-pair (H, m). If (H, m)pr (K, n), then (K, n) comes from A/ICl,,,,,. 
Equivalentl~~, [f ICK,“, is the functoriul ideal associated with (K, n), then 
I (N,t&4Kn)~ 
Proof. We apply our main Lemma 5.1 with the ideal q equal to a (as 
defined above in Proposition 6.3). By Lemma 6.1, a is primordial and 
(rF)-’ (a) urn, so the assumptions of (5.1) are satisfied. Therefore 
n 2 (r&) -’ (“a) for some h E H. In particular n 2 I,,,,,,(K) by the proposi- 
tion above. 1 
7. DEFECT PAIRS 
Let A be a G-functor over a commutative ring R and let (H, m) be an 
A-pair. A defect pair of (H, m) is an A-pair (P, p) satisfying the following 
three conditions: 
(cj (P, p) is primordial. 
Moreover in that case, the ideal p is called a source of (H, m). One can 
relax slightly the definition by considering the following weaker condition: 
Ib’) (K m)pr P. 
(7.1) LEMMA. Zf the A-pair (P, p) sarisfies the conditions (a), (b’), and 
(c), then it is a defect pair of (H, m). 
ProoJ Condition (b’) implies that (H, m)pr (P, q) for some 
qe Max A(P). By Corollary 5.3, (P, q)>, (P, p) and therefore q is 
conjugate to p by some h E N,(P). Conjugating by I? the relation 
(H, m)pr (P, q). we obtain (H, m)pr (P, p). 1 
If (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m), then it follows immediately from 
Lemma 2.10 that “(P, p) is also a defect pair of (H, m) for every h E H. 
Given an A-pair (H, mj, the existence of a pair (P, p j satisfying (b) and 
(c) is clear, so that the crucial question is to realize simultaneously condi- 
tion (a). The proof of the existence of defect pairs will be given in the next 
section. For the time being, we examine the consequences of the definition. 
As in the lemma above, our main tool is Corollary 5.3. 
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As soon as one knows that a defect pair exists, then it is characterized 
by fewer conditions than in the definition. Moreover defect pairs are all 
conjugate. These facts are all contained in the following theorem, whose 
proof is similar to that of Theorem 6.2. 
(7.2 ) THEOREM. Let (H, nt ) be an A-pair. The following conditions on an 
A-pair (P, p) are equivalent. 
(a) (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m). 
(b) (P, p) is minimal such that (H, m)pr (P, p). 
(cl (P, P) is maximal such that (P, p) is primordial and 
(K m) 3 (f’, P). 
(d) (H, m)pr (P, PI and (H, m) br P. 
Moreover all defect pairs of (H, m) are H-conjugate. Lastly, if (P, p) is a 
defect pair of (H, m), then P is a defect group of (H, m). 
Proolf Let (Q, q) be a defect pair of (H, m), which exists by the main 
result of the next section. Notice first that (H, m)pr (Q, q) implies 
(H, m)pr Q and that we also have (H, mj br Q by Lemma 2.8. Therefore Q 
is a defect group of (H, nt) and the last statement is proved. 
We now show that (Q, q) satisfies each condition (b), (c), and (d). This 
is clear for (d). To prove (b), let (Q’: q’) be such that (H, m)pr (Q’. q’) 
and (Q, q) 2 (Q’, q’). Then (Q’, q’) aH (Q, q) by Corollary 5.3 and so 
(Q’, q’) = (Q, q). Similarly (c) follows from a direct application of 
Corollary 5.3. 
Now all parts of the theorem will be proved if we show that a pair (P, p) 
satisfying one of the conditions (b), (c), or (d) is H-conjugate to (Q, q). 
If (P, p) satisfies (b), then by Corollary 5.3, (P, p) aH (Q, q) and so 
(f’, P) =H (Q, q) by minimality of (P, p). 
If (P, p) satisfies (c), then by Corollary 5.3, (Q, q)aH (P, p) and so 
(Q, q) =H (P, p) by maximality of (P, p). 
If (P, p) satisfies (d), then by Corollary 5.3, (P, p)an(QF q). Now 
(H, m) br P and (H, m) pr Q imply P QH Q by Corollary 5.2. Therefore 
P=H Q and necessarily (P, p) =H (Q, q). 1 
(7.3) Remark. Whereas the minimality of P such that (H, m)pr P 
guarantees that P is a defect group of (H, m), the analogous result does not 
hold for pairs if one uses the minimality with respect o the relation pr: one 
can construct examples with (H, m) pr (P, p) and (P, p) primordial, and 
nevertheless (P, p) > (Q, q), where (Q, q) is a defect pair of (H, m). Thus 
the correct analogue of the minimality criterion for a defect group is state- 
ment (b) in the theorem. 
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We can now improve the description of the associated functorial ideal 
I (H,m). 
(7.4) PROPOSITION. Let (H, m) and (P, p) be A-pairs wirh (P, p) prirnor- 
dial. 
(a) Zf (H, m) has defect pair (P, p), then Z,H,n,, = Zfp,pl. 
(b) Comersely, ifZ~H,m,=Z,P,p~, then some G-conjugate of (P, p) is a 
defect pair of (.H, m). 
Pro@ (a) Since (H, m) 3 (P, p), ZcH,m) 2 I(,,,, by Corollary 4.5. Since 
(H, m)pr (P, p), I,, .“,, sZfp,pi by Corollary 6.5. 
(b) By Corollary 4.5, (H, m) >G (P, p). Replacing (P, p) by a G-con- 
jugate, we can assume (H, m) 2 (P, p). Since P is a minimal subgroup such 
that (.4/Z,,,,)(P) #O (by Proposition 4.1), Corollary 6.4 implies that P is 
a defect group of (H, m). Therefore (H, m) pr P. By Lemma 7.1, this proves 
that (P, p) is a defect pair of (H3 m). [ 
If (H, mj has a defect pair (P, p), then the equality ZcH,m)=Z,P,y, implies 
that we have a complete description of Z ,H,m, given by Proposition 4.1. On 
the other hand the description of ZfH.,,) g iven in Proposition 6.3 is based 
on the ideal a = (tF)-’ (m)“. Thus we obtain the following expression for 
a in terms of the source p. 
(7.5) COROLLARY. Let (P, p) be a defect pair of (H, nt). Then 
(tF)-’ (nr)3= n hp. 
h E Y’HI P ) 
Proqf We work with the H-functor Resz(A). The effect of this 
procedure is to enlarge the associated functorial ideal Zi, m,, because it 
is only required to be stable under H-conjugation. If a= (tF)-’ (m)‘, 
Proposition 6.3 yields 
Z (H,m)(p)= n “a=a 
he ,Y,.,CP) 
because the definition of a shows that it is H-invariant. On the other hand, 
the description of ZcH.,,,) =Ztp,p) given in Proposition 4.1 yields 
Z (HJn,(P) = 
iP.,,L, q=htC?(PI hp, 
The result follows. i 
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Proposition 7.4 above shows that the poset of functorial ideals IcH+) 
reduces to the poset of functorial ideals Icp,p) with (P, p) primordial (see 
(4.5)). 
We note also that if (P, p) is primordial, any pair with defect pair (P, p) 
comes from A/I,, p,, by Corollary 4.4. Thus the whole defect theory of 
pairs actually takes place in quotient functors of the form A/lip,pj, where 
(P, p) is primordial. When (P, p) is maximal primordial, then the quotient 
functor turns out to be simple and will be further studied in Section 12. 
8. EXISTENCE OF DEFECT PAIRS 
Let A be a G-functor over a commutative ring R and let (H, m) be an 
A-pair. There is one case where the existence of a defect pair of (H, m) is 
trivial, namely when A(H) is a local ring. Indeed if P is a defect group of 
(H, m) and if (P, p) is such that (H, m)pr (P, pj, then (H, m)> (P, p) 
is automatically satisfied because (rF)-l (p) is an ideal of A(H) not 
containing lacH), hence contained in the unique maximal ideal m. 
If A is artinian (or more generally if each A(H) is finitely generated 
as an R-module and R is a complete local ring), then one can prove the 
existence of defect pairs using either idempotents (cf. [Pull) or standard 
properties of the Jacobson radical (cf. (8.6) below, which is based on 
Proposition 3.3). Our main result asserts that in fact defect pairs always 
exist. This is based on the very mild Assumption 1.2. 
(8.1) THEOREM. Let (H, m) be an A-pair and let K be subgroup such that 
(H, m) pr K. Then there exists n E Max A(K) such that 
(ff, m)pr (K n) and (H, m) > (K n). 
Proof: Let A4 = (tf) ~ r (m), fi the unique largest left ideal contained in 
M and M” the unique largest two-sided ideal contained in M. Clearly 
&? M”. By the Frobenius axiom, we have 
tf;f(A(K)) .rz(m)) = t;(A(Kjj .rn z m 
and therefore A(K).rg(m)sM, hence A(K).rg(m)z ti. Let N be a 
maximal left ideal containing i@ (which exists by Zorn’s lemma). Then 
n = N” is a maximal ideal of A(K) by Assumption 1.2. The inclusion Nz fi 
implies n 2 M” and this means precisely that (H, m) pr (K, n). 
Since r:(m) E tis N, we have m c (rg)-’ (N) and by maximality of m, 
we get m = (YE)-’ (N)“. Now the inclusion n _C N implies 
(rs)-’ (rt)~ (rz)-’ (N)” = m 
because (r,“)-’ (n) is two-sided. This means that (H, m) z (K, n). 1 
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(8.2) COROLLARY. Every A-pair has a defect pair. 
ProoJ Let (H, m) be an A-pair and P a minimal subgroup such that 
(H, m) pr P, that is, a defect group of (H, m). By the theorem, there exists 
p E Max A(P) such that (H, m)pr (P, p) and (H, m) 2 (P; p). By the 
minimal choice of P, it is clear that (P, p) is primordial. 1 
(8.3) COROLLARY. Every minimal A-pair is primordial. 
Proof: Let (H, m) be a minimal A-pair and let (P, p) be a defect pair 
of (H, m). Then (H, m) = (P, p) by minimality and therefore (H, m) is 
primordial. m 
Note that (8.3) generalizes the fact (3.4) that every hyperminimal pair IS 
primordial. 
Consider now the following condition on the G-functor A. 
(8.4) Condition. Let j,: R + A(H) be the canonical ring homo- 
morphism which induces the R-algebra structure of A(H). For every 
.4-pair (H, m), assume that j;‘(m)E Max R and that A(H)/m is finite- 
dimensional over the field R/j,‘(m). In (1.1), we required A(H)/m to be 
finite-dimensional over its centre Z but here we assume also that Z is finite- 
dimensional over R/j;‘(m). 
(8.5) THEOREM. If Condition 8.4 is satisfied, then any A-pair comes.from 
an artinian quotient fimctor. 
Proof Let (H, m) be an A-pair. Since a defect pair of (H, m) exists, 
there is in particular a primordial pair (P, p) such that (H, m) 3 (P, p). Let 
I (p,,, be the functorial ideal associated with (P, p j and A = A/Zcpqp,. By 
Corollary 4.4, (H, m) comes from 2, so it suffices to show that k is 
artinian. Let j,: R -+ L4( P) be the canonical map and k = R/( j,) -’ (p). 
Since (8.4) holds by assumption, k is a field and A(P)jp is a finite dimen- 
sional k-algebra. By Proposition 4.1, for each subgroup H of G, A(H) 
embeds by restriction into the finite dimensional k-algebra 
n .4gp)lgP. 
iz E [G!‘I~‘G( P. P ,I 
fP<H 
Since the restrictions are R-algebra maps, X(H) is a k-algebra and is finite 
dimensional over k. Thus A(H) is artinian. i 
(8.6) Remark. When (8.4) is satisfied, one can use hyperminimal pairs 
for an alternative proof of the existence of defect pairs. Since A = Allo ,,,) 
is artinian, a minimal pair (P, $7 ) such that (H, tii) 3 (P, $i) is hyperminimal 
by (3.3). But the explicit description of ZcH,m, given in (6.3) easily implies 
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that the only hyperminimal A-pairs occur when P is a minimal subgroup 
such that A(P) # 0, that is, a defect group of (H, rTt) (see (6.4)). Moreover 
a hyperminimal pair is primordial by (3.4). This proves that (P, p) is a 
defect pair of (H, ii?). Hence (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m). 
We end this section with a useful special case. 
(8.7) PROPOSITION. Assume (P, p) is a maximal primordial A-pair. Zf 
(H, m) 3 (P, p), then (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m). 
ProoJ: This is an immediate consequence of part (c) of Theorem 7.2. 1 
9. REDUCTION THEOREM 
Throughout this section, A is a G-functor over a commutative ring R 
and (P, p) is a fixed primordial A-pair. Our main purpose is to prove a 
theorem which reduces the study of A-pairs with defect (P, p) to a much 
simpler situation, where in particular all defect groups are trivial. This 
extends a theorem of Puig for G-algebras over a complete local ring [Pu2, 
2.10.31. 
Given a subgroup H of G containing P, we shall say that an ideal q 
of A(P) is an H-companion of p if q $Z p but q E ‘p for every 
h E N,(P) - N,(P, p). There is a largest such ideal q, namely q = (I,, ‘p, 
where h runs over N,(P) - N,(P, p). Note that q = A(P) if NJ P) = 
NAP, 4). 
Let S = A(P)/p, a simple R-algebra, and let s, : A(P) -+ S be the canoni- 
cal map. Note that if q is an H-companion of p, then q + p = A(P) and 
therefore any element of S can be lifted to an element of q. The action of 
N,(P) on A(P) induces an action of NJ P, p) on S, with P acting trivially, 
so that S is an N,-algebra, where for every subgroup H containing P, we 
define 
w, = RAP, PI = NAP, PYP. 
Let F, be the W,-functor associated with S. Explicitly, if Y $ X’< jVG, 
then F,(X) = Sx is the algebra of X-fixed points, r;: Sx-+ Sy is the 
inclusion map, and t:: S i’ + S” is the relative trace map (delined by 
G(a) = IEyE cx,yj >’ a). The target of our reduction is the m,-functor F,. If 
H contains P, then the map s,rF: A(H) + S is a ring homomorphism 
whose image is contained in SmHH, because H (hence NH(P, p)) acts trivially 
on A(H) and both sp and r: commute with the action of N,(P, p). 
Therefore, for H 2 P, we have a family of maps 
s,rF: A(H) -+ SLvH. 
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The G-functor structure on the left hand side and the N,-functor structure 
on the right hand side are closely related. First of all, if P d K d H, then 
clearly 
r~(spr~, = (sprf)r;. 
On the other hand the behaviour of the maps S,Y: with respect o transfer 
is controlled by the following basic result of Puig and its corollary (which 
actually contains the proposition as a special case). 
(9.1 j PROPOSITION [Pul, 1.31. Let P 6 H < G, let q be an H-companion 
of p, and let a E q. Then 
(3,rTj t:(a)= t‘ps,(aj. 
Proof. By the Mackey axiom, 
s,rFtF(a)= C spt~,h,r~~+(ha)= C S,thah 
he [P H:P] he [.V,iP,:P] 
because if Q < P, we have sp tE(.4(Q)) = 0 since (P, p) is primordial. If 
h$ N&P, p), then aE”-’ p (because a E q), so s,(“a) = 0. Therefore 
s,rFtF(a) = C “(s,(a)) = t.ps,(a). 1 
ha C.~H\P,P).:PI 
(9.2) COROLLARY. Let P d K< H d G, let q be an H-companion of py 
and let a E t:(q). Then 
(s,rF) t:(a) = t$(s,rF)(a). 
ProoJ First note that q is also a K-companion of p. Thus (9.1) applies 
with both H and K. Let b E q such that a = t:(b). Then 
s,r~t~(a)=s,r~t~(b)=t’~s,(b)= t$(tJFJ,(b)) 
= t$(s,rFtF(b)) = t%s,r,K(a). B 
Our next tool is the following characterization of defect pairs. 
(9.3) LEMMA. Let (H, m) be an d-pair such thut (H, m)> (P, pj and let 
q be an H-companion of p. Then: 
(P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m j if and only if t:(q) p m. 
Proof If (P, p ) is a defect pair of (H, m j, then (H, m) pr (P, p ), 
Therefore, since q g p, t;( q j g nt. 
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Conversely assume that t:(q) g m. By Lemma 7.1, we only have to show 
that (H, m)pr P. But this is clear since tF(A(P)) $Z nt. 1 
The last tool for the reduction theorem is the following result. 
(9.4) LEMMA. Let R be an artinian ring and let T be a subring of R (not 
necessarily artinian). Let a be an ideal of R which is contained in T. Then the 
inclusion j: T -+ R induces a bijection 
j*: (nzEMaxR;m~a)-t(nEMaxT;npa), 
given bJ> j*(m)=mnT. 
Moreover if m E Max R MGth m 2 a, then j induces an isomorphism 
Tlj*(m) s R/m. 
Proof: Since R is artinian, Max R is finite. Let 
b= n m. 
m~MaxR 
m ;e L1 
By Corollary 1.4, if m E Max R, then 
(9.5) mzb if and only if m 2 a. 
In particular a + b is not contained in any maximal ideal and so a + b = R. 
Therefore a + (b n T) = T because a E T. Let n E Max T. If n 2 b n T, then 
n 2 a. Conversely assume that n p a. Since a maximal ideal of R either con- 
tains a or 6, the intersection an b is contained in the Jacobson radical of 
R, hence is nilpotent (because R is artinian). Therefore an b n T is nilpo- 
tent and nzanbnT by Lemma 1.6. Since npa, we have nzbnT by 
(1.4). So we have proved: 
(9.6) n?bnT if and only if n $ a. 
Now j induces an isomorphism j: T/(b n T) -+ R/b because, since a + b = R, 
any element of R/b can be represented by an element of a, and a c T. From 
(9.5) and (9.6), it is now clear that 
{mEMaxR;mpa}zMax(R/b)rMax(T/(bnT))z{nEMaxT;nPa}. 
Since j is an isomorphism, we have a fortiori an isomorphism 
T/(m n T) --* Rjm whenever m 2 b. 1 
We are now ready for the reduction theorem. Note that since S = A(P)/p 
is a simple ring, 0 is the unique maximal ideal of S, so (1,0) is the unique 
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Fs-pair having the trivial subgroup 1 of m, as first component. Moreover 
for every P,-pair (X, n), one has (X, n)> (LO) because (rf)-’ (0) =O. 
(9.7) THEOREM. For every subgroup H containing P, the map 
s,rT: A(H) -+ S”” induces a bijection between 
(rrt~MaxA(H);(P, p) is a defectpair of(H. m)] 
ar7d 
(ti E Max ST”; (1,0) is a defect pair of (W,, ti)>. 
If m corresponds to Et under this bijection, then (.s,rF) -’ (fi) = tn. Moreover 
sp P: induces an isomorphisnz A (H)/m % SsHjfi. 
ProoJ: Let T be the image of the map s,rF and let q be an H-com- 
panion of p. Then by Proposition 9.1 
s,rF(tF(q)) = t’p(s,(qj) = t?(s) = sp, 
the last equality being just the usual notation. Therefore Sp c Tc A’““, 
and Sp” is an ideal of SRH. Clearly s,rF induces a bijection 
MaxTr{mEMaxA(H);mzKer(s,r~)f 
z(m~MaxA(H);(H,m)>(P,p)), 
the latter equality coming from the very definition of >. Let Et E Max T 
and let m = (s,rF) -I (m) be the corresponding maximal ideal of ,4(H). 
Since (H? mj B (P, p), Lemma 9.3 implies that (P, p) is a defect group of 
(H, m) if and only if t:(q) g m, and, applying s,r:, this holds if and only 
if Sp” p I?r. Therefore s,rF induces a bijection 
{I?tEMaxT;SpgmTit) 
2 {m E Max A(H); (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m)>. 
Moreover it is clear that T/r?rrA(H)/m if m= (s,rcL-’ (6t). 
In order to apply Lemma 9.4, we first check that SNH is artinian. Clearly 
mH acts on the centre Z(S) of S and Z(S) is a finite (Galois) extension of 
K=Z(S)“‘. Since [S:Z(S)] is finite by Assumption 1.1, so is [S:K]. 
Therefore [S’VH:K] is finite and so SIVH is a finite-dimensional K-algebra. 
By Lemma 9.4, the inclusion j: T + SNH induces a bijection 
given by rii = tii n T, and we have T/Et 2 SVH/6t. The composition of this 
bijection with the one induced by s,rF leads to the result, provided we 
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show that SrH g 6t is equivalent to the requirement hat (1,O) be a defect 
pair of (flH, tii). But Sp g fi is equivalent to (m,, ti)pr 1, that is, 
(NH, fii)pr (1,0) because 0 is the only maximal ideal of S. The other 
conditions are satisfied anyway: (N,, m) 2 (1,O) and (1,0) is primordial. 
(Note that in order to prove the equivalence above, one can also use 
Lemma 9.3, because S is an mXcompanion of the zero ideal in S.) 1 
(9.8) Remark. As noticed at the end of the proof, the requirement hat 
(1,0) be a defect pair of (nH, rii) is equivalent to the relation (gH, rFr)pr 1. 
Such a pair will be called projective. If the base ring R is an algebraically 
closed field and if S is finite-dimensional over R (that is Z(S) = R), then 
S g End,(V) for some R-vector space V and the W,-algebra structure of S 
induces (by the Skolem-Noether theorem) a structure of R-N,-module on 
V, where R ‘mG is a twisted group algebra of the group mG. A maximal 
ideal m of SmH corresponds to a conjugacy class of primitive idempotents 
e of SNH (cf. 1.7), hence to an isomorphism class of indecomposable R-i!?,- 
direct summands eV of V. The relation (fl,, 6t)pr 1 is equivalent to 
e E t:“(S) and by Higman’s criterion, this means that the indecomposable 
R-mKmodule eV is projective. Therefore (miH, iii) is a projective pair if 
and only if the corresponding R-??Xmodule eV is projective. Thus, when 
R is an algebraically closed field, the theorem is a reduction to the case of 
projective modules over twisted group algebras (for a much smaller group). 
For the rest of this section, we assume that the fixed pair (P, p) is a 
maximal primordial pair. By Proposition 8.7, this implies that any pair 
(H, m) 2 (P, p) has defect pair (P, p). Moreover a consequence of this 
assumption is that the reduction theorem has the following much simpler 
form and much simpler proof. 
(9.9) PROPOSITION. Let (P, p) be a maximal primordial A-pair. Let H be 
a subgroup of G containing P. 
(a) The map s,rF: A(H) --) SNH is surjective. 
(b) SNH = Sp. In other words evety pair (NH, TC) is projective. 
(cj spy: induces a bijection between {m E Max ,4(H); (H, m) 2 (P, p)} 
and Max SpH. 
ProoJ Let q be an H-companion of p. If nt E Max A(H) satisfies 
m 2 Ker(s,$‘), then m 2 (rF)-’ (p), that is, (H, m) 2 (P, p). By Proposi- 
tion 8.7, (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m) and since q g p, we have 
t:(q) g m. It follows that no maximal ideal contains both Ker(s,rF) and 
t:(q), that is, 
Ker(s,rF) + t:(q) = A(H). 
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By Proposition 9.1, we now have 
~~,cm(H)) = (.&w;(q)) = t;‘H(s,(q)) = r?(s). 
Therefore the image of s,~pH is equal to Sip and since (s,~.~j(l.(,))= l,, 
the ideal S,‘” is the whole of SiVH. This proves (a) and (b). Since the condi- 
tion (H, m)> (P, p) is equivalent to m?Ker(s,rT), the bijection in (c) 
immediately follows from (a). 1 
(9.10) Remarks. (a) Since the condition S”“= .SiVH in (b) is inherited 
by subgroups, it suffices to state that SIVG = SF. An fl,-algebra S satisfying 
this condition is called prqjective. 
(b) If A is a G-functor such that A(G) is local with maximal ideal nr 
and if (G. m) has a defect pair (P, p), then (P, p) is maximal primordial by 
part (cj of Theorem 7.2 and the fact that any pair (Q, q) satisfies 
(G, m) 3 (Q. q). Thus the assumptions of (9.9) are satisfied and the 
bijection in (9.9 j implies that SIVG is a local ring. 
As we shall see in Section 12, the assumption that {P, p) is maximal 
primordial implies that the associated functorial ideal I,P.P) is maximal, so 
that F$‘I,~ pl is a simple G-functor. The strong relationship between the 
G-functor ktructure of A (or rather d !I , ,P,P,) and the &‘,-functor structure 
of F, will be further analyzed in Section 12 (see Corollary 12.7). For the 
time being, we mention the following result, which is independent of the 
methods of Section 12. 
(9.11) PROPOSITION. Let (P, p j be a maximal primordial A-pair, let 
(H, m), (K, n) be two A-pairs such thut (H, m) 2 (P, p), (K, n) > (P, p)? and 
let (Iz7,, St), (mK, ii) he the corresponding F,Cpairs (under the bijections eyf 
Proposition 9.9). Assume that H > K. 
(a) (H, m) > (K, n) if and only if (N,, ti) 2 (mlc, 5). 
(b) (H, m)pr (K, n) ifand only if(m,. C)pr (N,. f~). 
l+oof. (a) Consider the commutative diagram 
Since both vertical maps are surjective by Proposition 9.9, and since m is 
the inverse image of tii, it is clear that (I-;%) ~’ (it) c 13 if and only if 
(rz)-’ (n) E m. 
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(b) Let q be an H-companion of p and consider the diagram 
By Proposition 9.1 and since SF= S”” by (9.9), both vertical maps are 
surjective. Moreover by Corollary 9.2, the diagram commutes. For sim- 
plicity, denote by a bar both vertical maps s,t$ and s,$. Therefore if 
QE t:(q), 
tKH(a)= t&a). 
If Q is an ideal of A(K) contained in f:(q), then a E (tf)-’ (m)” if and only 
if t:(a) 5 m, that is, $!(a) _C rTt (because m is the inverse image of *t), and 
this holds if and only if ii E (tz)-’ (tii)“. This proves the equality 
(t,H)-’ (m)’ n t:(q) = (tz)-’ (m)O. 
Since (K, n) 3 (P, p), (P, p) is a defect pair of (K, n) by Proposition 8.7 and 
hence t,“(q) ~TI by Lemma 9.3. Therefore (t:)-’ (IX)” cn if and only if 
(tg)-’ (nt)On t$(q)cn, that is, (t%)-’ (r?t)‘~fi by the equality above. In 
other words (H, mjpr (K, n) if and only if (RH, fft)pr (RK, 6) and this 
completes the proof. 1 
(9.12) Remark. If (P, p) is not assumed anymore to be maximal 
primordial (but of course still primordial), one can show with a little more 
work that (a) still holds for pairs (H, m) and (K, n) having both defect pair 
(P, p). Clearly one uses the bijection in the general reduction Theorem 9.7. 
Although it seems likely that (b) in (9.11) also holds in the general situa- 
tion, we have only been able to prove it in special cases. 
10. GREEN CORRESPONDENCE 
Let A be a G-functor and (P, p) a primordial A-pair. Let H be a sub- 
group of G containing N,(P, p). The purpose of this section is to establish 
a correspondence between pairs (G, m) with defect pair (P, p) and pairs 
(H, n) with defect pair (P, p). Also the analogue of the Burry-Carlson- 
Puig theorem is proved in our context. The method is a straightforward 
extension of Puig’s approach for G-algebras and relies on the reduction 
theorem of the previous section. 
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( 10.1) THEOREM. Let (P, p ) be a primordial A-pair, H 2 N,(P, p ): and 
S=A(P)/p. 
(a) Ler mEMaxA(G) and nEMaxA(N) \r:ith (G,m)>(H,rrj> 
(P, p ). Then i P, p) is a defect pair of (G, m) [f and only if (P, p) is a defect 
pair of (H, n j. 
(b) If the conditions of (a) are satisfied, one also has the properties 
(G, nt)pr (N, n) and m=(r.g)-’ (n). Moreover r “, induces an isomorphism 
A(G)im z A(H)/n. 
ic) I-“, induces a bije ction betn’een (nr E Max A(G); (P, p) is a defect 
pair of (G, rn)) and 1n~MaxA(H); (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, n)>. 
Corresponding pairs are Iinked by both relations >, and pr. 
Remark. In the context of G-algebras (and in particular G-modules), 
(a) is known as the Burry-Carlson-Puig theorem [Pul, 1.41, while (c) is 
known as the Green correspondence. We emphasize that this corre- 
spondence goes down to the stabilizer N,(P, p) of the source p (provided 
such a source is fixed). When the source is allowed to vary but P remains 
fixed, then, taking H3 N,(P), one gets an overall correspondence between 
pairs (G, m) and pairs (ff, n) with defect group P, preserving sources. This 
is the classical statement of the Green correspondence. 
ProoJ: (a) Since H> N,(P, p), we let 
w= N,(P, p)/P= N&P, p)jP, 
Let q be a G-companion of p. By Proposition 9.1: 
(s,r;)(rgr;(q)) = sp and (s,r;)(l;(q)) = sy. 
Therefore rgtg(q) c t:(q) + Ker(s,rF). Note also that Ker(s,rF) c n 
because (H, n) 2 (P, p). If (P, p) is not a defect pair of (H, n); then by 
Lemma 9.3, r;(q) in and therefore i+?&(q) c n. It follows that 
r:(q) E (rz)-l (n) -C m (using (G, m) 2 (H, tt)) and by (9.3) again, (P, p) is 
not a defect pair of (G, m). 
Conversely assume that (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, n). Then by the 
reduction Theorem 9.7, n = (spy:) -l (ii) where 6 E Max SE is such thai 
(n, 6) has defect pair (1,O). By (9.7) again (applied to the group G), 
m’ = (sprz)-’ (i?) E Max A(G) 
is such that (G, m’j has defect pair (P, p). Then 
m’=(rg)-’ (.Y,$-~ (ii)=(~ (n)_cm (using (G, mj 2 fH, n)). 
By maximality of m’, we have m = m’= (rz)-’ (n 1. 
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(b) We have just seen that (YE)-’ (n) = m. By Theorem 9.7, S,T: and 
SprP H induce isomorphisms A(G)/m z S’/ii and A(H)/n z S.‘/ii, respec- 
tively. This forces the injective map YE: A(G)/m -+A(H)/n to be an 
isomorphism. In order to prove that (G, m)pr (H, n), we let 
a=(tG,)-‘(m)’ and we have to show that Ann. Since (H,n)pr(P,p), 
t:(q) p n and so by (1.4), it s&ices to show that n contains the ideal 
b = a n t:(q). If b E 6, then by Corollary 9.2 
(.y,‘$) t:(b) = t$s,rrj(b) = s,rr(b). 
Moreover since bE a, tg(b)E m and so s,rF(b) = (s,rg) tz(b)tzft. This 
implies that bEn (because Ker(s,rr) cn), as required. 
(c) Consider the following sets: 
X= {mE Max A(G); (P, p) is a defect pair of (G, m)}, 
Y= {nE Max A(H); (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, n)>, 
Z= (qE Max FV; (1,0) is a defect pair of (F, q)}. 
Since X is in bijection with 2 via (.s,,T:) -’ and since Y is in bijection with 
Z via (s,Y$)-‘, it is clear that X is in bijection with Y via (rg) -~I. If m E X 
corresponds to n E Y. then (rg)-’ (n) = m, hence (G, m) 3 (H, n). We have 
proved in (b) that (G, m)pr (H, n). 1 
(10.2) COROLLARY. Under the assumptions of (lO.l), let N = N,(P, p) 
and let (N, n) be an A-pair with defect pair (P, p). Let A be tlze poset of 
A-pairs (K, q) such that (K, q) > (N, n) and let d’ be the G-conjzzgacy closure 
qfd, that is, (K,q)Ed ifandonly if(K,q)g.(N,n). 
(a) For each subgrozlp K > N, there exists one and only one 
q E Max‘A(K) such that (K, q) 2 (N, n). In other words A is isomorphic to 
tke poset of subgroups containing N. 
(b) There is no jikon in d, that is, if (L, m), (K, q) E 3 satisfll 
(L,nt)>(Kq) and(L,mj>g(K,qjf or some g E G, then g E L. In particular 
N,(K, q) = Kfbr every (K, q) E 2. 
Prooj (a) Let q E Max A(K) corresponding to n E Max A(N) under 
the bijection of Theorem 10.1(c). By part (b) of the theorem, 
(r”,) mm1 (nj = q. Therefore if one has (K, q’) 2 (N, n), then q’z q and so 
q’ = q. 
(b) The beginning of this proof (or part (a) of the theorem) shows 
that any (K, q) E A has defect pair (P, p ). Thus if g E G, g( K, q) has defect 
pair “(P, p). If (L, m) 3 (K, q), then (L, m) has defect pair (P, p) and if 
(L, m) z g( K, q), then (L? m) has defect pair “(P, p ). Therefore (P, p) and 
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“(P, p) are L-conjugate, that is, g E LN,(P, p). Therefore g E L since 
N,(P, p) < K6 L by assumption. The special case follows by taking 
(L ml = (4 9). I 
11. COINDUCED FLJNCTORS 
Recall that the set of morphisms from a G-functor A to a G-functor B is 
written Mor,(A, B). Let H be a subgroup of G and consider the restriction 
Resg from the category 3G of all G-functors to the category & of all 
H-functors. We define coinductiott to be the right adjoint of Resz and we 
write it Coindz. Thus if A is an H-functor, we have 
Mor,(C, Coindg(A)) z Mor,(Resz(.C), A), 
for every G-functor C. Also if H < K < G, then clearly Coindg Coinds = 
Coindz. 
Remark. Similarly induction would be defined to be the left adjoint of 
Resz, but it turns out that only Coindg exists. For the construction of 
coinduction below, we shall use products of R-algebras (here R denotes as 
before our base ring). The non-existence of coproducts in the category of 
R-algebras suggests that we cannot expect the existence of induction from 
our category yH to FG. If one considers module G-functors (or Mackey 
functors in Dress’s terminology), that is, if each A(H) is only an R-module 
and if every axiom involving multiplication is dropped (in particular the 
Frobenius axioms), then induced functors exist and coincide with coin- 
duced functors. This is a consequence of the fact that finite products and 
finite coproducts coincide in the category of R-modules. In this case the 
construction of induced functors is due to Yoshida, see [Sa, 2.9; T-W]. 
Let A be an H-functor over R and write B = Coind$(A). We construct 
the G-functor B in the following way. For KG G, choose a set [K\.,GIH] 
of representatives for the double cosets KgH and let 
(11.1) B(K)= n .4(H n Kg), 
gc [K’. G/H] 
where Kg = g-‘Kg. Write 6, for the component in A( H n Kg) of an element 
b E B(K). If kg/z is an arbitrary element of G (where g E [K\G/H], k E KY 
11 EH), then it is very convenient to extend the component notation by 
defining b,, = h-L (b,). This corresponds in fact to the alternative definition 
B(K)= n 
ZcECK Gl 
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where one takes H-fixed points for the action of H on the product which 
comes from the H-action in the H-functor A. One can also write 
(11.2) B(K)= n 
g 6 CG,‘Hl 
where gA is the obvious SH-functor (conjugate functor). This looks more 
like an ordinary induction procedure. In fact, if S is an H-algebra and 
A = F, is the associated H-functor, then B = Coindg(A) is the G-functor 
associated with the G-algebra 
Coindz(S) = n gS. 
8EGG/Hl 
Indeed the K-fixed points of Coind$(S) are given by a formula like (11.2). 
We now define restriction, transfer, and conjugation in B, using (11.1) as 
definition. Let L < K, a E B(L), b E B(K), y E G, and define 
tmg= c t”,:: ; (a,) XE [L\K/Kn~H] 
(“b),=b,-lg. 
Note that in the second formula, Kxg = Kg and that -xg runs over a set of 
representatives of the double cosets LxgH contained in KgH. 
(11.3) PROPOSITION. B is a G-jiinctor and B = Coindz(A). 
ProojY This is a long and tedious exercise which is left to the reader. 1 
The construction of twin functors mentioned at the end of Section 1 
provides an important example of coinduced functors which we now 
explain. We first need to introduce some notation and terminology. If N is 
a normal subgroup of G and if B is a G/N-functor, we let M&,(B) denote 
the G-functor defined by 
Infl&,(BNH) = 
WfP’j 
if H>N 
o if H2N 
with obvious restriction, transfer, and conjugation maps. We shall call 
Infl$,(B) the inj7ation of B. It is easy to see that Infl,$, is right adjoint to 
the functor mapping a G-functor A to the G/N-functor A’ defined by 
A”(H/N) = A( H)E x> N, XGff cm(m). 
If A is a G-functor, let 9(A) be the set of primordial subgroups for A 
and let [G\Y(A)] denote a set of representatives of the G-conjugacy 
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classes of primordial subgroups. If P d G, recall that A(P) = 
A(P)/xQ, p ti(A(Q)). Finally observe that direct products exist in the 
category of G-functors (with restriction, transfer, and conjugation defined 
componentwise). 
(11.4) PROPOSITION. Let A be a G:functor. For each PEP(A), let FAfPI 
be the flo(,P)-functor associated with the m,(P)-algebra A(P), where 
mo( P) = N,( P)jP. Then the twin fzazctor TA of A satisfies 
Proof. Let K be a subgroup of G. Then 
It is clear that this gives a decomposition of TA as a direct product, so we 
now fix some P E 9(A). We have 
= 
n Infl~l~j(F,-(,,)(N,(P)n K”) 
gE [K‘ G~lZ’~(P)] 
= Coind&p, Infl$$j(F.T,p,)(O 
The proof that these isomorphisms commute with restriction, transfer, and 
conjugation is a tiresome exercise which is left to the reader. This requires 
us to go back to the proper definition of those maps for TA, given in 
CThll. I 
(11.5) Remark. As one should expect in an induction procedure, if 
B= Coindg(A), then the B-pairs are projective relative to H and its 
conjugates. More precisely any B-pair (K, m) satisfies (K, m)pr (Q, q) for 
some pair (Q, q) with Q GG H. This is because the sum of transfers from 
G-conjugates of H is surjective; more precisely 
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The proof is left to the reader. In particular if (P, p) is primordial, then 
PdG H. Therefore the primordial subgroups are subgroups of H up to 
conjugation. 
12. SIMPLE FUNCTORS 
In this section, we give a classification of all simple G-functors. By a 
simple G-functor, we mean of course a G-functor A such that any functorial 
ideal 1 in A is either equal to A or co the zero ideal. A similar classification 
of simple module G-functors (i.e., Mackey functors) will be carried out in 
[T-W]. If M is a maximal functorial ideal in an arbitrary G-functor A, 
then A/M is simple. Maximal functorial ideals can be handled thanks to 
the following result. 
(12.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a G+nctor. 
(a) Any maximal functorial ideal M of A is associated with some 
primordial A-pair (P, p j, that is, M = I,, p,. 
(b) G’ 
wen a prikordial A-pair (P, p), the associated functorial ideal 
I Cp p, is maximal if and only if (P, p) is a maximal primordial pair. 
ProoJ (a) Let P be a minimal subgroup such that M(P) # A(P) and 
let p E Max A(P) be such that M(Pjzp. Since M(Q)= A(Q) if Q < P, 
t’,(A(Q)) E M(P) E p. Therefore (P, p) is a primordial pair. By definition of 
I / (P p,, we have Mc I,, P) and so M= I,P.PJ by maximality of M. 
(b) This part follows from Corollary 4.5: if IcP,P, is maximal and 
(P, p) < (Q, q) with (Q, q) primordial, then Z,P.P) E Ica,q, and so 
I (p,Pj.=J(e.q,~ that is, (P, p) =G (Q, q), forcing (P, p) = (Q, q); conversely if 
(P, p) is maximal primordial and IcP.PJ -c M with M maximal, then 
M= 4m by part (a) and (f’, PI CG (Q, 91, so that (P, PI=G (Q, q) and 
I 
(P,P) = kW 
is maximal. 1 
Here is another consequence of Corollary 4.5. 
(12.2) PROPOSITION. Let ,4 be a simple G-jimctor. Let P be a minimal 
subgroup such that A(P) # 0 and let p E Max A(P). Then: 
(a) (P, p) is primordial and the G-conjugacJ1 class qf (P, p) is the 
unique conjugacy class of primordial A-pairs. In particular (P, p ) is maximal 
primordial. Moreover Itp,p) = 0. 
(b) The G-conjugacJ9 class of P is the unique conjugacJ, class of 
primordial subgroups. 
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(c) Any A-pair (H, mj has a defect pair bvhich is some G-conjzlgate 
sf (P, P1. 
Proof: (a) By the minimal choice of P, it is clear that (P, p) is primor- 
dial (and also minimal). By simplicity of A, we have Icp,p, = 0. Since A has 
no other proper functorial ideal, Corollary 4.5 implies that there are no 
other conjugacy class of primordial A-pairs. 
(b) This follows immediately from (a). 
(c) Since (H, m) comes from A/I,,,, = A, Corollary 4.4 implies that 
(H, m) 3 (Q, q), where ((2, q) is some G-conjugate of (P, p j. In particular- 
(H, m) br Q. By Lemma 7.1, in order to prove that (Q, q) is a defect pair 
of (H, m), it suffices to prove that (H, m)pr Q. Since the conjugacy class of 
Q is the unique class of primordial subgroups, Q is maximal such that 
(H, m) br Q, that is, Q is a defect group of (H, m). Hence (H, m) pr Q. 
Now we come to the main result towards the classification of simple 
G-functors. 
(12.3) PROPOSITION. Let A be a G-functor, TA its tbrin functor., and 
fi: A -+ TZ4 the canonical morphism defined in (1.10). If A is simple, then /3 
is an isonzorphism. 
Proof Since A is simple, the functorial ideal Ker p is zero. Let P be a 
minimal subgroup such that A(P) # 0. By Proposition 12.2, the G-con- 
jugacy class 17 of P is the set of all primordial subgroups for A. We claim 
that 17 is also the set of primordial subgroups for T-4. Postponing the proof 
of the claim, we deduce that TA(Hj =xScH tF(TA(S)) if H$Z7 and it 
follows easily by induction that 
(12.4) TA(H) = c t;(TA(S)). 
stn 
SGH 
Now if SE II? we have TA(S) = A(S) = A(S), because S is a minimal 
subgroup such that A(S) # 0. Therefore the canonical map ps: A(S) + 
TA(S) is an isomorphism. For an arbitrary subgroup H, we prove 
the surjectivity of ljH using (12.4) and the fact that /I is a morphism of 
G-functors: 
TAiH)= C t~!B,(A(‘)j)= C BH(t~‘A(‘)))EBH(A(H)). 
SE17 SEIZ 
SGH SGH 
In order to prove the claim above, we let H $17. Then A(H) = 0, that is, 
1 A(H, = 0. NOW p induces a ring homomorphism BH: A(H) -+ m(H), and 
so 1 E(H) = 0, that is, TA(H) = 0. Therefore H is not primordial for TA and 
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this shows that the set 17’ of primordial subgroups for TA is contained in 
17. Since 17’ cannot be empty and is closed under G-conjugation, 
II’=II. 1 
(12.5) Remark. The claim in the proof above is in fact more general. 
The sets of primordial subgroups for a G-functor A and its twin functor TA 
always coincide. This was proved in [Thl, 4.61. 
(12.6) COROLLARY. Let A be a simple G-finctor and P a minimal 
subgroup such that A(P) # 0. Then 
A z Coind&, Inflz{;j(F,,(,,), 
where m&P) = N,(P)/P. Here A(P) is viewed as an N,(P)-algebra with 
corresponding N,J P)-fzmctor F.dCp,. 
Proof: Since the G-conjugacy class of P is the unique class of primor- 
dial subgroups and since ,;?(P) = A(P), we have by Proposition 11.4 
Now A z TA by Proposition 12.3 above. 1 
One can decompose further A(P), and hence F.,,,,. If p E Max A(P), 
then (P, p) is the unique primordial A-pair up to G-conjugacy and 
I (p,p) = 0 (cf. Proposition 12.2). By Proposition 4.1, 0 = ICp.p,(P) = 
n gE cNG(p)INc~p,p)l % and therefore 
that is, A(P) z Coind$$,), j (S), where S = A( P)/p. Accordingly, the m,(P)- 
functor FAcp) is also coinduced from R,(P, p) and we get 
A 2 Coind&, InflcG(P) Coindzi:,),,(F,) dVGv,( p ) 
z CoindG,,(,,, Infl~{~;~i(F~), 
because coinduction is easily seen to commute with the inflation procedure, 
and moreover coinduction is transitive. So we have proved: 
(12.7) COROLLARY. Let -4 be a simple G-finctor, P a minimal subgroup 
such that A(P) # 0 and p E Max A(P). Let S = A(P)/p, viewed as an 
N,( P, p)-algebra, and F, the associated m,( P, p j-functor. Then 
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(12.8) Remark. There is an alternative proof of (12.7) which does not 
use the twin functor TA and which gives directly the structure of coinduced 
functor by exhibiting a decomposition of A(N) as a product, for each 
H< G. This is carried out in Section 2 of [Th2] for G-algebras (and for a 
maximal functorial ideal I in the corresponding G-functor). The proof 
extends with no essential change to an arbitrary G-functor. Note however 
that the results in [Th2] are not stated in the same terms as above and 
that the terminology is slightly different: pointed groups correspond to 
pairs and local pointed groups correspond to primordial pairs; the decom- 
position of A(H) (written B(H) in [Th2] j as a product appears on page 
137 and the identification of the restriction and transfer maps is given in 
Proposition 2.6 of that paper. 
For our classification of simple G-functors, we have to deal with the 
NJP, p)-algebra S = A(P)/p (over our base ring R). It has two properties 
which are crucial: 
(12.9) 
(12.10) 
S is a simple R-algebra. 
S is a projective zG(P, p)-algebra, that is, 
ffGtP3P): S + SivGtp.Pl is surj&ive. 
The lirst property is clear since p is a maximal ideal. The second 
property follows from Proposition 9.10 because (P, p ) is maximal primor- 
dial by Proposition 12.2. 
We have now paved the way for the classification theorem, 
(12.11) THEOREM. (a) If A is a simple G-functor over a commutative 
ring R, there exists a subgroup H of G, a normal subgroup P of H, and a 
projective H/P-algebra S, bi,hich is simple as R-algebra, such that 
A r Coindg Inflz.,(F,). 
(b) The triple (H, P, S) in part (a) is unique up to G-conjugation and 
isomorphism: tf (H’, P’, s’) is another triple with the same properties, there 
exists g E G such that H’ = gH, P’ = gP, and S’ 4 “S (isomorphism of “( H/P)- 
algebras j, where gS denotes the conjugate algebra. 
(c j Given a triple (H, P, S) where H < G, P q H, and S is a projective 
H/P-algebra which is simple as R-algebra, the G:functor CoindG, InflH,,.(F,) 
is simple. 
Proof (a) This follows from Corollary 12.7 together with (12.9) and 
(12.10). 
(b) We show that H, P, and S are determined up to conjugation by 
the isomorphism A z Coindg Infl$,:;,(F,). First of all it is easy to see that 
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P is a minimal subgroup such that A(P) # 0 and that only the G-conjugates 
of P satisfy this property. Moreover 
A(P)2 n Infl$,(Ps)(Hn Pg) = n S 
.EE [P‘,GIHI &TE C~G(fvW 
because if P < H n Pg, then P = Pg, H n Pg = P and the double coset PgH 
is equal to the coset gH. Let p be the set of elements of A(P) whose compo- 
nent indexed by g = 1 is zero. Then p is a maximal ideal of A(P) (because 
A(P)/p 2 S is simple) and N,(P, p) = H by construction. Therefore H is 
characterized as the stabilizer of (P, p) where P is minimal such that 
A(P) # 0 and p E Max A(P). Note that the other maximal ideals of A(P) 
are the N,(P)-conjugate of p, so H is unique up to N,(P)-conjugation 
(whenever P is fixed). Finally S is characterized as the simple algebra 
A(P)/p together with its canonical structure of H/P-algebra. By definition 
of the G-action in a coinduced functor, this structure coincides with the 
given H/P-algebra structure of S. 
(c) Let A = Coindg Infl$:,,(F,). By the same proof as in part (b), P 
is minimal such that A(P) # 0 and H = N,(P, p) where p E Max A(P). By 
minimality of P, it is clear that (P, p) is a primordial A-pair. We lirst show 
that the associated functorial ideal I,, p) is zero. Let K6 G and note that 
A(K)= n SHflKY 
g E [K’,G,‘H] 
EP<K 
because the condition P< Hn Kg in the definition of Infl& is equivalent 
to gP<K. Also recall that by Proposition 4.1 
I~~,~,(K) = n ~~ii-1 (gp). geG aP<K 
Now let ails,,, and f lx x E G such that “P 6 K. Take x as one repre- 
sentative in [K\G/H] as well as in [“P\G/H]. Since UEI(~~~)(K), we have 
~fcp(u) E “p, that is, r&(a), = 0, because the component indexed by x in 
A(“P)= ]II S 
g E [*P GiH] 
gP<rP 
corresponds to the maximal ideal Xp. By definition of restriction in a 
coinduced functor, 0 = r.&(n), = rpnK’(ax), and therefore a, = 0, because 
HnIF. 
YP .S HnK’ -+ S is the inclusion map. This proves that every component 
of a is zero. Hence I,, p) = 0. 
By Proposition 12.1: A is a simple functor, provided we prove that (P, p) 
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is a maximal primordial pair. To this end we shall show that any subgroup 
K containing P properly is not a primordial subgroup. Again we fix x E G 
with “P d K and we take x as one representative in both [K\G/H] and 
[“P’\.G/H]. L.et a~ A(K). We can assume that a has only one non-zero 
component a, E SHnK’. Since S is a projective flip-algebra. tf: S + Sz is 
surjective for every subgroup Z of H/P. Therefore there exists b, E S such 
that tyi’K.Y(b.X) =a,. Let SEA having only one non-zero component, 
namely b, , in the factor indexed by X. In Infl$,,(F,), we have 
t$? K’(b,) = a, and by definition of coinduction, 
t,K,(b),= t;nKy(blr) = a,, 
while every other component of tFp(b) is zero. Therefore t&(b) = a and this 
proves that 
.x;G t’,(A(“P)) = A(K). 
In particular K is not a primordial subgroup if K contains P properly. 
Theorem 12.11 raises the question of the classification, for a given finite 
group G, of all projective G-algebras over R which are simple as 
R-algebras. We shall not attempt o give a general solution to this problem 
but we shall only sketch a complete answer when R is an algebraically 
closed field and when all simple R-algebras we deal with are finite-dimen- 
sional over R (see also Remark 9.8). Under these assumptions, let S be a 
projective G-algebra which is simple over R. Then SE End,(V) where Y is 
a finite-dimensional vector space over R. By the Skolem-Noether theorem, 
the action of an element of G on S is equal to the conjugation by some 
invertible element of S, defined up to a scalar. Therefore S becomes a 
module over some twisted group algebra R-G of the group G. By 
Higman’s criterion, the G-algebra S is projective if and only if V is a 
projective R-G-module. So we are left with the classification of all twisted 
group algebras R-G and, for a given such algebra, of all projective R-G- 
modules. Both are well known. 
Any projective R-G-module V is, in an essentially unique way, a finite 
direct sum of indecomposable projective R-C-modules Vi and each Vi is 
the projective cover of a simple R-G-module. Notice incidentally that there 
are infinitely many projective R-G-modules (up to isomorphism), so that, 
for any finite group G, there are infinitely many simple G-functors (up to 
isomorphism). 
On the other hand the twisted group algebras are classified by the finite 
abelian group H’(G, R*). For each cohomology class represented by a 
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2-cocycle c: G x G + R*, there is a twisted group algebra with R-basis 
{a,; ge G> and multiplication agah = c(g, h)a,,. If the characteristic of R 
is prime to [Cl, then H2(G, R*) is the ordinary Schur multiplier, while if 
char(R)=p divides [Cl, then H’(G, R*) is only the p’-part of the Schur 
multiplier. 
We note finally that if V is an indecomposable projective R - (H/P)- 
module (where P 4 H < G), and if S = End,(V) is the corresponding H/P- 
algebra, then the algebra of fixed points SHIP z End,.,H,p,( V) is a local 
ring. If A = Coindg Infl$,,(F,) is the corresponding simple G-functor, then 
the reduction theorem of Section 9 (in its simple form (9.9)) implies that 
A(G) is also a local ring. (This can also be viewed directly: by the construc- 
tion of A, we have ,4(G) = S”“‘.) Therefore the simple G-functors A such 
that A(G) is local are classified by indecomposable projective R-(H/P)- 
modules, and this time, there are only finitely many of them up to 
isomorphism. 
13. INVERTIBLE GROUP ORDER 
Throughout this section we assume that /Gl is invertible in the base ring 
R and we let ‘4 be a G-functor over R. Proposition 1.10 asserts that the 
canonical morphism p: A + TA from A to its twin functor TA is an 
isomorphism if /GI is invertible. Now Proposition 11.4 gives an explicit 
decomposition of TA and thus we get the following result. 
(13.1) PROPOSITION. Let A be a G-functor over a commutative ring R in 
which IG( is invertible. Then 
where 9(A) is the set of primordial subgroups for A and FxCpl is the @o(P)- 
jimctor associated with the w,( P)-algebra ‘q(P) = A( P)f& < p tg( A( Q)). 
This can be viewed as a kind of semi-simplicity result, except that each 
term in the decomposition need not be semi-simple (since the R-algebra 
A(P) may have a radical). The precise statement about semi-simplicity is 
the following. 
(13.2) PROPOSITION. Let A be a G-fknctor over a commutative ring R in 
tt’hich IGJ is invertible. Then A is semi-simple (i.e., a finite direct product 
of simple G-functors) if and on@ if each R-algebra B(P) is semi-simple, P 
running over the set 9(A) of primordial subgroups for A. 
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Proof. If each A(P) is semi-simple, then A(P j z JJt!= 1 S; with Si simple 
and therefore 
where the product runs over a set of representatives of the N,(P)-orbits in 
(S, 3 . . . . S,>. Since coinduction commutes with direct products, it follows 
that A is isomorphic to a direct product of G-functors of the form 
B = Coindz InflH,.,(F,j, 
where H = NJ P, S) and S is an H/P-algebra which is simple as R-algebra. 
Now S is projective when /GI is invertible because any ~~~~~~ satisfies 
a= ty’( lH/Pl~’ ~1). By Theorem 12.11, B is a simple C-functor and this 
proves that A is semi-simple. 
Conversely, assume that A is semi-simple. Since a direct product decom- 
position of A induces a direct product decomposition of each R-algebra 
A(P j, we can assume that A is simple, so that by Theorem 12.11, 
A = Coind G, Infl z.,( F,), 
where P 4 H d G and S is an H/P-algebra which is simple as R-algebra. By 
Proposition 12.2, P is the unique primordial subgroup for A up to conjuga- 
tion. Since A(P) = A(P) = S is simple, the proof is complete. 1 
(13.3) Remark. It was observed in [Thl, 4.51 that a twin functor TA 
is obtained from a G-algebra by a truncation procedure; moreover any 
G-functor is obtained by this procedure if jG/ is invertible (because 
.4 2 TA). Proposition 11.4 (and consequently Proposition 13.1 above when 
IG/ is invertible) gives a slightly different version of this observation 
through the use of the inflation procedure. If P-=s H and Fs is the 
H/P-functor associated with an H/P-algebra S, then S can be viewed as an 
H-algebra, written 3, with corresponding H-functor F,. The inflation 
Infl&,(F,) is obtained from Fs by truncating all terms Fs(K) with K? P. 
We note that the inflation procedure is precisely the operation which does 
not preserve the category of G-algebras and forces us to enter the category 
of G-functors. Thus simple G-functors (Corollary 12.7) or arbitrary 
G-functors when (GI is invertible (Proposition 13.1 j are not very far from 
G-algebras, the distance being measured by the inflation procedure. 
The next consequence of the assumption that jG/ is invertible is the 
following. 
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(13.4) PROPOSITION. Let -4 be a G-f&nctor over a commutative ring R in 
which IGI is invertible. The following conditions on an A-pair (P, p) are 
equivalent. 
(a) (P, p) is hyperminimal. 
(b) (P, p j is minimal. 
(c) (P, p) is primordial. 
ProoJ: We know that (a) implies (b) and, by Corollary 8.3, that 
(b) implies (c). Consider now the ideals a = neXp Ker(rg) and 
b=Ce<P Im(tz). It is well known that A(P) = a @ b when JGI is invertible 
(cf. [Thl, 7.51 j. Therefore p 1 b if and only if p p a. This means that (P, p) 
is primordial if and only if (P, p) is hyperminimal. 1 
Remark. If (GI is not invertible, then a n b is in general non-zero, but 
is always nilpotent. This was the key fact used in (3.4) to prove that (a) 
implies (c) always. 
Proposition 13.4 has the following consequence (using also Corollary 
4.5). 
(13.5) COROLLARY. Under the assumption of (13.4), every primordial 
A-pair is maximal primordial. In particular there are no relation > betweell 
primordial pairs and no proper inclusion between associated functorial ideals. 
We end this section with a result which holds over an algebraically 
closed field R but which is likely to hold in a more general setting. 
(13.6) THEOREM. Let A be a G-functor over an algebraically closedfield 
R in which IGI is invertible. Assume that for every primordial .4-pair (P, p), 
the simple ring A(P)/p is finite-dimensional over R. Then the relations pr and 
2 are equivalent. 
Prooj Let (H, m) and (K, tt) be two A-pairs and assume that H> K. 
Let (P, p) be a defect pair of (K, n). If (H, m) 3 (K, n), then (H, m) z (P, p) 
and therefore, by Proposition 8.7, (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m) (we use 
here the fact that (P, p) is maximal primordial by Corollary 13.5). If the 
other relation (H, m)pr (K, n) holds, we show that (P, p) is also a defect 
pair of (H, m). Indeed if (Q, qj is a defect pair of (H, m), then 
(K, n) aN (Q, q) by Corollary 5.3 and so some H-conjugate of (Q, q) is a 
defect pair of (K, n), thus equal to (P, p) up to K-conjugation. 
It follows that we can assume that (H, m) and (K, n) have a defect pair 
(P, p) in common. Since (P, p) is maximal primordial by Corollary 13.5, 
we can apply Proposition 9.11 to reduce our problem to the case of 
F,-pairs where F, is the W,-functor associated with the R,-algebra 
S = A( P)/p. Here NC = NJ P, p)/P as in Section 9. 
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Changing notation, we can assume that our G-functor A is equal to F, 
where S is a G-algebra which is simple as R-algebra. By an argument 
already used twice (see Remark 9.8 and the end of Section 12), we have 
S z End,(V) where V is a finite-dimensional R-vector space. It is here that 
we use the assumption that R is algebraically closed and that S is finite- 
dimensional over R. Moreover V is endowed with a structure of R-G- 
module where R-G is a twisted group algebra. 
By Lemma 1.7, maximal ideals of F,(N) = SN are in bijection with con- 
jugacy classes of primitive idempotents. of SH, that is, with isomorphism 
classes of simple R-H-direct summands of V. Note that we use here the 
semi-simplicity of SHr End,-,( V) (because IGI is invertible). Let -M 
(respectively N) be a simple R-H-direct summand (respectively R-K- 
direct summand) of V corresponding to rnE Max SH (respectively 
n E Max SK). As announced in Remark 2.4, the relations (H, m) >, (KI n) 
and (H, m) pr (K, n) correspond to the following relations between M and 
N. In the former case, N is (isomorphic to) a direct summand of ResF(M) 
and in the latter M is (isomorphic to) a direct summand of Ind: (N). A 
complete proof of these statements will be given in Section 15. Now a 
straightforward application of Frobenius reciprocity shows that those two 
relations between M and N are equivalent. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. 1 
If R is not algebraically closed, then in the proof above we only get 
S z End,(V) where D is a skew field. Then G acts on the centre Z(D) of 
D and in order to extend the theorem to that case, we would have to take 
into account the Galois extension Z(D) of Z(D)‘. This is why we have 
only considered the algebraically closed case. It seems reasonable however 
to conjecture that Theorem 13.6 holds in the general case. 
14. COMMUTATIVE FUNCTORS 
Throughout this section we consider commutative G-functors A (over 
some commutative ring Rj, that is, G-functors A such that A(H) is com- 
mutative for each subgroup H of G. 
The existence of defect pairs proved in Theorem 8.1 was based on an 
analysis of the discrepancy between one-sided and two-sided ideals. Thus it 
is not surprising that the same analysis yields more in the commutative 
case. This is the basic idea in the following result. 
(14.1) THEOREM. Let A be a comrnutatioe G-fkctor and let (H, m) and 
(K, n) be two A-pairs. If (H, m)pr (K, n), then (rF)--l (n) =m. In particular 
the relation pr implies the relation 3. 
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ProoJ: By the Frobenius axiom, 
tG(A(K) .rg(m)) = tg(A(K)) . m c m 
and therefore A(K). r;(m) s (t:))’ (mj. Since A(K) -r:(m) is an ideal, we 
obtain 
using the definition of the relation pr. It follows that m c (rg) -I (n) and by 
maximality of m, we have m= (rg)-’ (n) because lacHj$ (rG)-’ (n). In 
particular we get the relation (H, m) > (K, n). 1 
(14.2) COROLLARY. Let (H, m) be an A-pair. An A-pair (P, p ) is a 
defect pair of (H, m) if and only if (P, p) is minimal with respect to the 
relation pr such that (H, m) pr (P, p). 
ProoJ: If (P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m), then the condition is clearly 
satisfied. Conversely, if the condition is satisfied, then by minimality, (P, p) 
is primordial. By the theorem, we also have (H, m) 3 (P, p). Thus (P, p) is 
a defect pair of (H, m). 1 
There is another characterization of defect pairs (this time in terms of the 
relation 2 ) which uses the reduction theorem of Section 9. 
(14.3) THEOREM. Let -4 be a commutative G-ftmctor and let (H, m) 
and (P, p) be two A-pairs. Let S = A(P)/p (which is a field), let 
iVH = N,(P, p)jP, and let M be the kernel of the group homomorphism 
mH + Aut(S) which induces the NHalgebra structure of S. Then (P, p) is a 
defect pair of (H, m) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied. 
(a) (H, m) B (f’+ ~1. 
(b) (P, p j is primordial. 
(c) The characteristic of the j?eld S does not divide IMJ. 
ProoJ We can assume that (a) and (b) hold and we have to prove that 
(P, p) is a defect pair of (H, m) if and only if (c) holds. Since (P, p) is 
primordial, we can apply the reduction theorem of Section 9 which collap- 
ses to a particularly simple situation. Since SZH is a field, 0 is the unique 
maximal ideal of SNff and the set 
X = (61 E Max SmH; (1,0) is a defect pair of (nH, 6t)) 
is either empty or equal to the singleton {O}. By Remark 9.8, OEX if and 
only if the relation (sH, 0) pr 1 holds. (Here 1 denotes the trivial subgroup 
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of EH.) This relation is equivalent to the condition t;““(S) #O. But by the 
definition of it!, the map tp is equal to the multiplication by \MI, followed 
by the map t$’ which is the trace map of the Galois extension S= S” of 
SnH. Therefore we obtain that S is non-empty (and equal to (0)) if and 
only if IMl #O in the field S, that is, if and only if (c) holds. 
If (c) does not hold, then I is empty and by Theorem 9.7, the pair 
(H, M) cannot have defect pair (P, p ). Conversely if (c ) holds, then 
the bijection of Theorem 9.7 is a bijection between a singleton 
{m’> 5 Max A(H) and (0) =X. Moreover (P, p) is a defect pair of 
(H, M’). But we also have 
m’= (SPY;)- (O)=(l$-’ (p)GM 
using (a), and it follows that M' = m. Thus (H, m) has defect pair 
(P,P). I 
(14.4) Remark. With the notation of (14.3), assume that the base ring 
R is an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and that the held S is 
finite-dimensional over R (hence equal to R). Then eondition (c) in (14.3) 
becomes: p does not divide 12VH 1. 
Recall that the nilradical of a commutative ring is the ideal of all 
nilpotent elements. Since we are interested in maximal ideals, which ail 
contain the nilradical, it is a natural procedure to consider the quotient by 
the latter ideal. Our next result asserts that one can do that uniformly in. 
a commutative G-functor. 
(14.5) PROPOSITION. Let A be a commutatitle G-functor and for each 
subgroup H of G, let J(H) be the nilradical of A(H). Then the family J C$ 
all ideals J(H), for H running in the set of all subgroups of G, is a functorial 
ideal in A. 
Proof. Since the restriction and conjugation maps are ring 
homomorphisms, it is clear that J is stable under restriction and conjuga- 
tion. To prove that J is stable under transfer, we use induction on 1 HI. Let 
K be a proper subgroup of H and consider a proper subgroup X of H. By 
Mackey’s formula and the fact that J is closed under restriction and con- 
jugation, we have 
r:tg(J(K)) & c tc(J( Y)). 
Y<X 
Now by induction t”,( J( Y)) L J(X) and therefore 
(14.6) r:tz(J(K))z J(X) for all X < H. 
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Consider now the Brauer morphism ljH: A(H) + nX,,A(X). Let 
a E tg(J(K)). Since K-C H, br$(a) = 0, while if X< H, b:(u) = br$$(u) is 
nilpotent by (14.6). This shows that fiH(a) is nilpotent. But Proposition 1.9 
asserts that‘the kernel of /IH is a nilpotent ideal. Therefore a is nilpotent, 
that is, ~EJ(H). m 
(14.7) Remark. This result does not work for non-commutative 
G-functors and the Jacobson radical. For instance if P is a non-simple 
projective indecomposable kc-module where k is a field of prime 
characteristic and if A = Fs is the G-functor associated with the G-algebra 
B = End,(P), then A(G) = BG = End,,(P) has a Jacobson radical, whereas 
A is a simple G-functor. In fact the transfer of the Jacobson radical is 
contained in the Jacobson radical only under special conditions which have 
been analyzed in [ThZ] for G-algebras. The results of that paper can be 
extended to G-functors. 
We now sketch the procedure for localizing a commutative G-functor A. 
Let U(G) be a multiplicative subset of A(G), that is, a subset containing 1 
and closed under multiplication. For each subgroup H of G, let 
U(H) = Y$( U(G)). Then U(H) is a multiplicative subset of A(H) and we 
can construct the localized ring B(H) = U(H)-’ A(H). If Kd H and if 
g E G, we define 
rg:B(H)+B(K); rg 
t;: B(K) -+ B(H); 
cg : B(H) + B(gH); 
The proof of the following proposition is left to the reader. 
(14.8) PROPOSITION. The family of rings B(H) with the above data is a 
G-functor and the fumily of canonical maps 
j(H): A(H) + B(H); j(a)=: 
is a morphism of G-functors. 
The G-functor B, written B= U-IA, is called the localization of A with 
respect o U. 
A maximal ideal survives in a localized ring provided it does not inter- 
sect the multiplicative subset which is inverted. Thus if m E Max A(H) does 
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not intersect U(N), then U(H)-’ m is a maximal ideal of (U ‘A)(H) 
which we simply write U’m. In this way the set 
{mEMaxA(H); mnU(H)=@j 
embeds in Max(U-‘A)(N) and we have j(H))’ (U’m) = m. Note 
however that this embedding need not be surjective because the inverse 
image in A(H) of a maximal ideal of ( U ‘A)(H) need not be maximal (but 
only prime). We leave again to the reader the proof of the following result. 
(14.9) PROPOSITION. Let (H, m) and (P, p) be two A-pairs satisfying 
mnU(H)=@ and pnU(P)=a and consider the ( U ~ ‘,4 )-pairs 
(H, U’m) and (P, W’p). 
(a) (H,m)>(P,pj ifandonly if(H, U’m)>,(P, U’p). 
(b) (H, m)pr (P, pj ifand OTZ~J: if(H, U’m)pr (P, U-ip). 
djal Cc) (P? P) is A-primordial if and only if (P, U- ‘p) is (Up ‘A)-primor- 
The main application of the localization procedure is the case 
U(G) = A(G) -m where rnE Max A(G). Then an A-pair (H, n) survives 
in U-‘A if and only if (G, m) 2 (H, n), because the relation 
n n rz( U(G)) = @ is equivalent to the inclusion (rz)mm’ (.n) G m. Thus the 
localization just selects the pairs which are related to (G, m) by 2. In par- 
ticular, by Proposition 14.9, the defect pairs of (G, m) can be detected in 
the localization U-IA. Note that a defect pair of (G, Vim) is maximal 
primordial by part (c) of Theorem 7.2. 
We end this section with three well-known examples in connection with 
some of the results proved in this paper. Another example of commutative 
G-functor will be treated in Section 16. 
(14.10) EXAMPLE. Let R(H) denote the ordinary character ring of the 
finite group H. Then R is a commutative G-functor over the ring Z of 
integers. Let QR be the G-functor over the field Q of rational numbers 
defined by QR(H) = Q 0, R(H). By Artin’s induction theorem (and its 
converse), the set % of cyclic subgroups of G is the set of primordial sub- 
groups for QR. In fact (see [Thl, Sect. 91 for details), if C is a cyclic group 
of order n, then QR(C) 2 QJ[[,] where [, denotes a primitive n th root of - 
unity. Moreover R,(C) = N,( C)/C acts on QR(C) (necessarily by Galois 
automorphisms). Then if Fmic, denotes the m,(C)-functor associated with - 
QR(C), we have by Proposition 13.1 
This improves a result of [Thl]. 
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Note also that a maximal ideal m of CR(G) is the kernel of a 
homomorphism from @R(G) into C, that is, the evaluation of characters at 
some g E G. Using the results of Section 13, it is not difficult to see that the 
defect group of (G, m) is the cyclic group generated by g and that the 
source of (G, m) is the kernel of the corresponding homomorphism from 
the character ring of (g) into C. The same type of remark is explained in 
more details in the next example. 
(14.11) EXAMPLE. Let K be a field of prime characteristic p and let 
A(H) be the Green ring of K&modules, that is, the free abelian group on 
the set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable K&modules. Let 
CA(H) = C @z A(H). Then CA is a commutative G-functor over @. Benson 
and Parker [B-P] define a species of @rl(G) to be a ring homomorphism 
s from @A(G) into C. Clearly the kernel of a species s is a maximal ideal 
of @A(G). By Proposition 13.4, a defect pair (P, p) of (G, Ker(s)) is hyper- 
minimal and this implies that P is a minimal subgroup such that 
Ker(s) 2 Ker(rz), that is, an origin of s. Moreover s factors through a 
species t of @A(P); that is, t fuses to s. Since the relations pr and 3 are 
equivalent (Theorem 13.6) it is now clear that (I’, Ker(t)) is a defect pair 
of (G, Ker(s)). Therefore the above concepts introduced by Benson and 
Parker tit in with the general framework of the present paper. Note 
however that the vertex of a species  is not obtained as an example of our 
concepts and in particular it is not the defect group of s. In fact a vertex 
of s is equal to U,(P) where P is a defect group of s (that is, an origin of 
s). Note that O,(P) is a p-group and that P/O,(P) can be shown to be 
cyclic (Conlon’s induction theorem). 
(14.12) EXAMPLE. Let R be the ring of algebraic integers in a number 
field K. Let E be a finite Galois extension of K with Galois group G and 
S the integral closure of R in E. Then S is a G-algebra and the family of 
fixed points A(H)= S" defines a G-functor over R, with inclusions as 
restrictions and trace maps as transfer maps. Clearly A(H) is the integral 
closure of R in the intermediate field EH. Moreover the inclusion of A-pairs 
(H, m) 2 (K, n) corresponds to the requirement hat n lies above m. (Here 
the inclusion (I-,“) -’ (n) E m is in fact an equality, because of integrality.) 
The study of maximal ideals in rings of integers of Galois extensions is 
well developed and we only wish to mention how our results tit into this 
theory. 
Let m be a maximal ideal of A(G) = R. By standard localization and 
completion procedures (including arguments similar to those used in 
Proposition 14.9 above), we can assume that R is local and complete with 
respect o the m-adic topology. Thus R is now a finite extension of the ring 
of p-adic integers, where p is the characteristic of the residue field R/m. 
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Since R is local, the relation (G, m)pr H is equivalent to the surjectivity of 
the trace map tz: A(H) + R, and this in turn holds if and only if the exten- 
sion EH of K is tamely ramified [Fr, Theorem 31. Now the maximal 
tamely ramified extension of K contained in E is the fixed field under the 
subgroup G, of G. Here G, denotes the first ramification group (known to 
be also the unique Sylow p-subgroup of the inertia group G,). It follows 
that G, is the defect group of (G, m). Then the unique maximal ideal p of 
A(G,) is a source of (G, m). 
Note that G = NG(G1) = NJ G, , p) (because we only consider the com- 
plete case), and that Go/G1 is the kernel of the group homomorphism from 
G/G, to the Galois group Gal(A( G, )/p, R/m) of the residue field extension. 
Thus the fact that p does not divide [GO/G,\ (tame ramification) 
corresponds exactly to the condition encountered in Proposition 14.3. 
The minimality of G1 under the condition that the trace map t:, be 
surjective has been used similarly by Miyata [Mi] for his characterization 
of G, as the vertex of the ring of integers S of the whole extension E. 
15. G-ALGEBRAS 
The purpose of this section is to explain how the concepts developed in 
this paper generalize some of the ideas introduced by Puig for G-algebras 
[Pul, Pu2]. 
Let R be a complete local ring with residue field k of prime characteristic 
p. Throughout this section, we assume that every R-algebra is finitely 
generated as an R-module. The case R = k is not excluded. 
Recall that a G-algebra (over R) is an R-algebra A together with a left 
action of the group G on A by R-algebra automorphisms. Following Puig, 
we define an interior G-algebra to be an R-algebra .4 together with a group 
homomorphism 4: G -+ A* (where A* is the group of invertible elements of 
A). An interior G-algebra becomes a G-algebra by conjugation: if g E G and 
QEA, then “a=d(g)a&g))‘. 
By definition, a point of an R-algebra S is an S*-conjugacy class of 
primitive idempotents of S. By the remark following Lemma 1.7, we 
already know that the points of S are in bijection with Max S. The con- 
jugacy class of a primitive idempotent e corresponds to a maximal ideal m 
if and only if e$m (and this does not depend on the choice of e in its 
S*-conjugacy class). Write m, for the maximal ideal corresponding to the 
point CI. 
Now if A is a G-algebra, Puig defines a pointed group on A to be a pair 
(H, CX) where H is a subgroup of G and c( is a point of the algebra AH. 
If F, denotes the G-functor associated with the G-algebra A, then 
F,(H) = AH and it is clear that pointed groups (H, IX) correspond to 
F,-pairs (H, m,). 
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Next Puig defines the “inclusion” (H, a j 2 (K, /?) between two pointed 
groups by two conditions: 
(a) H>K. 
(b) If Ida, then somejeb satisfies rg(i)j=jrs(i)=j. 
This means that some je p appears in a decomposition of r:(i) into 
orthogonal primitive idempotents of AK. This condition does not depend 
on the choice of i E IX. Often one does not write y,“(i) but simply i, because 
Y; is just the inclusion map, but we keep this notation to emphasize in 
which algebra we are working. 
In the special case A = End,( V), where V is a finitely generated RG- 
module, let i E CI and j E fl. Then iV is an indecomposable direct summand 
of Resg( V) and jV is an indecomposable direct summand of Resz( V). In 
that case, it is clear that the inclusion of pointed groups (H, CI) 2 (K, /3) 
means that H> K and that jV is isomorphic to a direct summand of 
Resf(iG’). 
If jeg appears in a decomposition of I.:(+ then r$(i)j= j and so 
$(i) 6 ma. If conversely no j E p appears in a decomposition of r:(i), then 
every primitive idempotent in such a decomposition belongs to mp. So we 
see that (b) is equivalent to: 
(b’) If ~ECI, then ~‘z(i)$nt~. 
But by property (c) in Lemma 1.7, the condition i$(~$)-i (ma) is 
equivalent to: 
(b”) (t-g)-1 (mp) Em,. 
Therefore we obtain the following observation (which was in fact the 
starting point for our definition of 3 ). 
(15.1) LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra and FA the associated G-fkctor. 
Let (H, a), (K, /I) be two pointed groups on A and (H, mcr), (K, ms) 
the corresponding F,-pairs. Then (H, m,) 2 (K, mp) if and onI?/ if 
(K Co 2 (K PI. 
Our next task is to explain what is the relation pr in the case of 
G-algebras. We first note that, given a point CI in an R-algebra S, there is 
a unique minimal ideal not contained in m,, namely the two-sided ideal 
SorS generated by CC. This follows from part (c) in Lemma 1.7. Applying this 
remark to fixed point algebras AH in a G-algebra A and using Lemma 2.3, 
we obtain that two F,-pairs (H, m,), (K, mB) are related by the relation pr 
if and only if tg(AK/?AK) $Z m,. But t$(AKDAK) is an ideal in AH, so by 
Lemma 1.7, this last condition is equivalent to iE t$(AKPAK), where ie a, 
that is, CI c tE(AKPAK). Therefore we have proved the following fact. 
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(15.2) LEMMA. Let A be a G-algebra and FA the associated G-functor. 
Let (H, cx), (K, /?) be tbvo pointed groups on A and (H, ma), (K, mP) 
the corresponding F,-pairs. Then (H, m,) pr (K, mp) if and only $ 
ix G tc(AK/?AK). 
The inclusion of pointed groups and the relation c! c tg(AKbA”) are the 
two main tools in Puig’s defect theory of pointed groups [Pul, Theorem 
1.21. Thus the two lemmas above show that our approach is a generaliza- 
tion of Puig’s point of view. 
An additional feature of G-algebras is a localization procedure which i.s 
used extensively by Puig, but does not seem to have a counterpart for 
arbitrary G-functors. If (H, a) is a pointed group on a G-algebra A, the 
localization of A with respect to c( is the algebra A, = i-4i where i&a. 
Clearly -4, is an H-algebra such that At is a local ring. Note that the 
isomorphism type of A, does not depend on the choice of i E c(. Note also 
that if A happens to be commutative, then this localization procedure coin- 
cides with the ordinary localization with respect to the maximal ideal m, 
(thus also with the procedure described in Section 14 for the associated 
G-functor FA). 
In the case of interior G-algebras, the trace condition in (15.2) can be 
reinterpreted using localized algebras and the induction procedure for inte- 
rior G-algebras defined by Puig [Pull. If A is an interior H-algebra, where 
H is a subgroup of G, then one can put an interior G-algebra structure on 
Indz A = RG ORH A ORH RG. When A = End,( V) is the interior H-algebra 
associated with an RH-module V, then IndG, A E End.(IndG, V) is the inte- 
rior G-algebra associated with the induced module Indz V. We emphasize 
that this induction procedure has no relation with coinduction, as defined 
in Section 11. 
Puig proves a result on the relation u c tz(AKbAK) under the additional 
assumption that the pointed groups (H, a) and (K, p) are related by Z. 
(15.3) PROPOSITION [Pul, Proposition 3.61. Let A be an irzteriof 
G-algebra and let (H, a), (K, /2) be tlvo pointed groups on A such that 
(H,a)?(K,/?). Let iEcc and job such that r$(i)j=jrg(i)=j. Then 
c( E tg(AKpAK) if and only if there is an embedding 4 of the interior 
H-algebra A, = iAi into the interior H-algebra Ind:(As) = IndfKl(j*4j) such 
that d(j) is conjugate in (Ind$(jAj))K to the idempotent 1@j@ 1 (the image 
of j under the canonical embedding of jAj into Resg Indg( jAj)). 
Here the word embedding means that there is an isomorphism of interior 
H-algebras between iAi and some interior H-algebra e(Indz( jAj))e, where 
e is a primitive idempotent of (Ind$( jAj))“. The fact that i24i embeds in an 
induced algebra extends the ordinary condition of relative projectivity for 
an RH-module. 
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Without the assumption that the pointed groups are related by 1, it is 
not clear that a similar result holds, but we can at least show that this 
is indeed the case if we work with interior G-algebras associated with 
RG-modules. 
Let V be a finitely generated RG-module. Let F.A be the G-functor 
associated with the interior G-algebra A=End,( V). Let i be a primitive 
idempotent of F,(H) = AH = End,,(V) and j a primitive idempotent of 
F,.,(K) = AK = End,,(V). Thus il/ is an indecomposable direct summand of 
Resg( V) and jV is an indecomposable direct summand of Resg( l’). Let LX 
be the (AH)*-conjugacy class of i and /I the (AK)*-conjugacy class of j. 
The relation c( E tg(AKfiAK) which appears in (15.2) and (15.3) is clearly 
equivalent to i E tg ( AKjAK). 
(15.4) PROPOSITION. With the notation above, the following conditions 
are equivalent. 
(a) (f6 m,) pr (K mph 
(b) iE tg(AKjAK). 
(c) iV is isomorphic to a direct summand of Indg(jV). 
First we recall the following lemma which explains why conjugate idem- 
potents are relevant. (Note however that there is no analogous result for 
arbitrary interior G-algebras since two embedded interior G-algebras eAe 
and fAf may be isomorphic without e and f being conjugate in AG. This is 
the reason why there is an extra condition on conjugation in Proposi- 
tion 15.3.) 
(15.5) LEMMA. Let U be a finite!v generated RG-module. Let e and f be 
two idempotents in End,,(U). Then eU is isomorphic to fU as RG-modules 
if and only if e and f are conjzdgate in End,,(U). 
ProojI If eU ZjIJ, then (1 -e) Ur (1 -f) U by Krull-Schmidt’s 
theorem (which holds because R is complete). Thus there exists an 
isomorphism d~End,,(U) such that b(eU)=fcr and d((1 -e)U)= 
(1 -f) U. Then de&’ is the identity onfl and is zero on (1 -f) U. This 
implies that de&’ =.f. The converse implication is straightforward. 1 
Proof of Proposition 15.4. By Lemma 15.2, we already know that (a) 
and (b) are equivalent. Assume that (b) holds. Thus there exists a, b E AK 
such that tf,f(ajb) = i. The canonical RR-linear map 
jV+ iV; x k+ ia( x) 
extends to an RH-linear map 
rr: Ind:( jV) + iV’; h @ x I+ hia = iha( 
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On the other hand the following map is easily seen to commute with the 
action of H. 
CT: if’+ Indg(jY); y’-’ 1 h@jbh-l(y). 
h E [ff,‘K] 
Condition (c) now follows because c is a section of x: 
m(y)= c ihujbh-y1’) = i(y)= J’. 
h t [H/K] 
Conversely assume that (c) holds. Let W= IndE(jV) and consider the 
RH-module X= I’@ W and its endomorphism algebra B = End,(X). Let 
e E BH be the projection onto V and .fe B” the projection onto W. Then 
eBezA =End,( V) (isomorphism of H-algebras) and we identify A with 
eBe. In particular i, j E eBe so that ie = ei = i and je = ej = j. 
Let j’ be the idempotent of BK corresponding to the projection onto the 
summand jV in Resg Ind$(jY) = Res:( W). Thus j’f= fj’ =j’. Let also ii 
be the idempotent of BH corresponding to the projection onto the sum- 
mand of W which is isomorphic to iV (which exists by assumption). Thus 
i’f= fi’ = i’. By Lemma 15.5, j and j’ are conjugate in B”, while i and i’ 
are conjugate in B”. Write j = ~j’u - ’ and i = ui’u ~ I. 
Now since W= Indf(jV), the endomorphism tE(j’) = Che CHiK, hj’k-’ 
is the identity on U’ and is zero on V. Therefore t$(j’) = f and so 
i’ = i’f= tg(i’j’). It follows that 
i=ui’upl = t~(ui~‘up’)= t~(ui’~pIjUf,-‘). 
But eie = i and eje = j and therefore 
where a, be (eBe)“= AK. i 
(15.6) Remark. Proposition 15.4 holds more generally (with the same 
proof) if V is an R h G-module, where R “G is a twisted group algebra. The 
same remark applies for the equivalence of the relation (H, nt,) b (K, mg) 
with the fact that jV is isomorphic to a direct summand of Resg(iV). These 
cases were used in the proof of Theorem 13.6. 
(15.7) Remark. It follows from the results above that defect groups and 
sources for maximal ideals in .4G = End,& V) correspond to vertices and 
sources for the corresponding indecomposable RG-direct summands iV of 
I’. If now R is not assumed anymore to be local and complete and I’ is an 
RG-module, then the defect theory for maximal ideals in AG = End,,(V) 
still works, It could be an interesting question to relate this theory with the 
structure of the module V (for instance when R = Z j. 
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16. COHOMOLOCY Rr~cs 
Let k be an algebraically closed field of prime characteristic p. In this 
section, we are interested in the maximal ideals of the cohomology ring 
E(G) = Ext&(M, M) = H*(G, End,(M)), where M is a finitely generated 
kG-module. There is an associated G-functor E defined by 
E(H) = Ext&(M, M) 
with the ordinary restriction Y:: E(H) -+ E(K) and transfer tz: E(K) -+ 
E(H). 
We first mention that E satisfies the Assumption 1.8 which is in force 
throughout this paper. Indeed Carlson proves in [Cal, Theorem 5.21 that 
every simple E(G)-module is finite-dimensional over k. Such a module has 
the form E(G)/L where L is a maximal left ideal and the annihilator 
of E(G)/L is a maximal two-sided ideal m satisfying m c L and 
E(G)/m r End,(L), a finite-dimensional matrix ring over k. Moreover 
every two-sided ideal of E(G) arises in this way, because it is contained in 
some maximal left ideal L. 
It follows from Section 8 that every maximal ideal m E Max E(G) has a 
defect group P and a source p E Max E(P). This result can- be seen as one 
of the justifications for extending the ordinary defect theory to a setting 
involving only maximal ideals. Since E is a cohomological G-functor (i.e., 
t$-g is equal to the multiplication by the index IG: HI), the transfer map 
tz from a Sylow p-subgroup Q is surjective and this immediately implies 
that the defect group P of m must be a p-group (because (G, m) pr Q and 
Corollary 5.2 implies that P GG Qj. It does not seem clear to figure out 
what P is in general. We do this below when M= k is the trivial module. 
If M is indecomposable, there is an easy upper-bound for P. 
(16.1) PROPOSITION. Assume that A4 is an indecomposable kG-module 
and let Q be a oertex of M. Let P be a defect group of m E Max E(G). Then 
P <G Q, with equality jbr a suitable m. 
ProoJ Let I(H) denote the ideal of elements of positive degree in E(H). 
Then Z is a functorial ideal in E and we have 
E(H) = End,,(M) @ Z(H). 
Moreover the G-functor End,-(M) associated with the G-algebra End,(M) 
is a subfunctor of E. Let l,(,, denote the identity element of E(G). Since 
1 E(GJ E End,,(M) and since Q is a vertex of M, lEcG) is in the image of tg 
so that tz is surjective. Therefore (G, m) pr Q and by Corollary 5.2, we 
obtain P Gc Q. If now ii denotes the unique maximal ideal of the local ring 
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E(G)/I(G) = End,,(M) and if tt is its inverse image in E(G), it is easy to 
see that a defect group of n coincides with a defect group of ii in the 
G-functor End,_(M). But the latter is equal to Q (up to conjugation) by 
Higman’s criterion. m 
(16.2) Remark. It has been shown by Carlson [Cal, Theorem 3.31 that 
every m E Max E(G) contains Ker(rF) for some elementary abelian 
p-subgroup T of G. This result has been improved recently by Niwasaki 
[Nil who is able to replace T by a cyclic shifted subgroup, but since we 
deal with genuine subgroups, we only consider Carlson’s result. Then a 
natural question arises: Does there exist a~ Max E(T) such that 
m3-(rT) G -’ (a)? (That is, (G, m) > (T, a).) The answer is positive, thanks to 
the following argument [communicated by D. Benson]. Let Z be the 
centre of E(T). Then we have a commutative diagram of@ite morphisms 
E( G)/Ker( r",) - Et 0 
I I 
(r$)-’ (Z)/Ker(rC,) - 2. 
Let ntO = (m/Ker(rF)) n ((r$)-’ (Z)/Ker(r$)) and let mi E Max Z lie above 
mO. Factoring out by the ideals generated by m, and m,, we obtain finite 
morphisms of finite dimensional k-algebras. In that case it is easy to prove 
the existence of the desired maximal ideal, by the argument used in 
Proposition 3.3. A consequence of this result is that any minimal E-pair has 
the form (T, a) where T is elementary abelian. (If we were to leave genuine 
subgroups, then T would even be a cyclic shifted subgroup.) It could be an 
interesting question to find the connection between a minimal E-pair 
(T, a) < (G, m) and a defect pair of (G, m). This question is solved below 
when M = k is the trivial module. 
Now we turn to the special case of the trivial module M= k. Then 
E(G) = H*(G, k) is the ordinary cohomology ring. Since elements of odd 
degree are nilpotent for p odd and since we are working with maximal 
ideals, it is natural to replace E(G) by the even cohomology ring. Thus E 
now denotes the G-functor with E(H) = H’*(H, kj if p is odd and 
E(H) = H*(H, k) if p = 2. As a result, E is a commutative G-functor. 
Given a subgroup K and q E Max E(K), it is well known that for every 
subgroup H containing K, there exists a unique n E Max E(H) such that 
(ZY, n) >, (K, q) (because rE(E(H)) 5 E(K) is an integral extension so that 
n = (rg)-’ (9)). 
It is also well known that for every m ~Max E(G), there exists an 
elementary abelian subgroup T and a maximal ideal aEMax E( T) such 
that (G, m) 3 (T, a). Moreover if the pair (T, a) is minimal, then it is 
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unique up to G-conjugation. This is essentially due to Quillen, see [A-S, 
Theorem 2.11 for this version. 
The uniqueness of such a minimal pair (T, a) up to conjugation is a 
much stronger result than the uniqueness of a defect pair (P, p), in the 
sense that it allows us to go further down to a smaller subgroup. 
Nevertheless it is interesting to know when a pair (P, p) with 
(G, m) > (P, p) satisfies the stronger property (G, m) pr (P, p). (Recall that 
by Theorem 14.1, the relation pr implies the relation 3 and that a minimal 
pair (P, p) such that (G, m)pr (P, p) is a defect pair of (G, m).) The 
following result provides an answer to this question. 
(16.3) THEOREM. (a) (J. F. Carlson) An E-pair (Q, q) is primordial if 
and only tf Q is a p-group and q 2 Ker(rzie,) (where Z(Q) denotes the centre 
of Q). 
(b) Let (G, m) be an E-pair and (T, a) a minimal pair such that 
(G, m) 2 (T, u). (Thus (T, a) is unique up to G-conjugation and T is an 
elementary abelian p-group.) Then a Sylow p-subgroup P of the centralizer 
C,(T) is a defect group of (G, m). Moreover there is a unique p E Max E(P) 
such that (G, m) Z (P, p) 2 (T, a) and (P, p) is a defect pair of (G, m). 
Proof (a) If Q is not a p-group, then the transfer from a Sylow p-sub- 
group of Q is surjective and Q cannot be a primordial subgroup. If now Q 
is a p-group, then a theorem of Carlson [Ca2, Theorem B] asserts that the 
ideals &<o &E(R)) = Ker(br$ and Ker(r&,) have the same radical, or 
in other words, define the same sub-variety of Max E(Q). This means that 
if qE Max E(Q), then q is primordial (i.e., q 2 Ker(brz)) if and only if 
q 2 Ker(r$Q,). 
(b) Let (Q, q) be any primordial E-pair such that (G, m) > (Q, q). 
Since q 2 Ker(r$,o,j by (a) and since r$&E(Q)) s E(Z(Q)) is an integral 
extension, there exists b E Max E(Z( Q)) such that (Q, q) > (Z(Q), b). Let 
now (T’, a’) be a minimal pair such that (Z(Q), 6) > (T’, a’). Then 
(G, m) 2 (Q, qj 2 (Z(Q), b) 2 (T’, a’) 
and by uniqueness of minimal pairs up to conjugation, we can assume 
without loss of generality that (T’, a’) = (T, a j. Since T d Z(Q), Q < C,(T) 
and there exists a Sylow p-subgroup P of Co(T) with Q < P. Let 
p = (rz)-’ (q) be the corresponding maximal ideal of E(P) so that 
(G ml 2 (P, P) 2 (Q, d 2 (-WX b) a CT a). 
We have T <Z(P) and therefore 
Ker(r&,,) E Ker(rF) E (r’,))’ (a) = p, 
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proving that (P, p) is primordial, by (a). Since we started with an arbitrary 
primordial pair (Q, q) such that (G, m) b (Q, q) 3 (T, a) and since (P, p ) 
only depends on (T, a), it follows that (P, p) is maximal primordial such 
that (G, mj > (P, p). By Theorem 7.2, (P, p) is a defect pair of (G, m). This 
completes the proof of (b). 1 
Remark. It follows from the theorem that an arbitrary p-subgroup P of 
G cannot be in general a defect group of some E-pair (G, m). Indeed P 
must be a Sylow p-subgroup of the centralizer of some elementary abelian 
p-subgroup T. In particular P must be “large” in the sense that it contains 
(up to conjugation) any elementary abelian p-subgroup containing T. Note 
also that T is not in general the largest elementary abelian subgroup of 
Z(P) and therefore there is no direct way to find T when a defect group P 
is known. 
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